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reflectivity (impedance contrasts) at target surfaces that produce reflections ofincident waves. Therefore,
reflectivity images using seismic and electromagnetic waves produce sets ofimages that measure quite
different physicalproperties ofthe targets. These independent images can be compared (correlated) with
the corresponding images ofstandard mine types for identification purposes using external and internal
boundary shapes and other special reflectivity differences between mines and miscellaneous clutter.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A328 367
Army Study Highlights. Volume 8. Washington, DC: Office of the ChiefofStaff(Anny),
Study Management Office, October 1987. 17p. [See also Volume 1, AD-AI03 349]
ABSTRACT: The Principal Findings: (1) The divisional engineer battalion, working alone, can successfUlly
support the Light Infantry Division (LID) during the initialphase ofa short-duration, low-intensity
conflict. However, the LID needs immediate Echelon-Above-Division (EAD) augmentation to support
extended low-intensity situations and all mid- to high-intensity conflicts. Specific recommendations for
theater augmentation units are detailed in the study. (2) The mix ofengineer equipment in the current
divisional battalion needs to be changed to better align capabilities with the most vital combat
requirements. Equipment mix and density recommendations were made that do not increase the C-141
deployment profiles ofthe LID engineer battalion. (3) The LID will greatly benefitfrom the fielding of
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advanced land mining systems. New scatterable and improved conventional mine systems will both
increase the range ofmobility and couhtermbbility taskS the division can undertake, and substantially
reduce the Class IVand V transportation requirements.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A189 213
Assessment of Chemical and Biological Sensor Technologies. Washington, DC: National
Research, Committee on Chemical and Biological Sensor Technologies, 1984. 125p.
ABSTRACT Chemical and biological warfare agents are divided into three categories: chemical (synthetic
compounds), biological (live organisms), and toxins (biologically derived chemical substances). Chemical
agents may be subclassified by persistency, degree oftoxicity, andphysiological effect. Chemical agents
can be delivered via rockets, missiles, bombs, artillery shells, sprays, and land mines. Biological agents
may be delivered by similar means but may also be used clandestinely. They could be conveniently used to
poison water orfood supplies,for example. To defend against these agents, sophisticated sensors are
required that quickly detect, identify, and monitor very small concentrations. Detection ofa chemical agent
requires a short response time in order to minimize casualties and a lowfalse alarm rate'to maintain
credibility. Because the detector will be exposed to high initial concentrations, high sensitivity is relatively
less important. Following detection, identification ofthe agent is essential to deciding what course of
action to take. In general, it takes longer to identify than to detect an agent.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A143 408
Avrami, Louis and M.S. Kirshenbaum. The Giant Viper Mine Clearing Line Charge:
Characterization of Energetic Materials. Technical report. Dover, NJ: Anny
Annament Research and Development Command, Large Caliber Weapon Systems,
Laboratory, September 1981. 53p.
ABSTRACT: Mandatory safety and characterization tests have been conducted on thefollowingfour energetic
materials which are integralparts ofthe United Kingdom (UK) Giant Viper/Mine Clearing Line Charge.
The materials tested were PE-4 Explosive (Booster), PE-6/A1 Explosive (Main Charge), EU Propellant,
and S.R. 371C Pyrotechnic Composition (Igniter). The tests included composition analysis, Blasting cap
test, DTAITGA, explosion temperature test, electrostatic sensitivity, friction sensitivity, impact sensitivity,
small and large scale gap test, detonation velocity, closed bomb, and burning rate statement. In most
instances, the test data agreed with the available data supplied by the UK. Most ofthe data show that the
sensitivity ofthe explosive materials is between that ofRDXand TNT. Therefore, it can be concluded that
when handled with the properprecautions and procedures, the UK energetic materials, PE-4, PE-6/A1,
EUpropellant, and SR 371C igniter composition, do notpresent any undue safety hazards. Interim
qualification ofthese materials for us military use was, therefore, requested.
REPORT NUMBER: ARLCD-TR-81018
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-AI06 434
Azevedo, S.G.; et al. Landmine Detection and Imaging Using Micropower Impulse Radar
(MIR). Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, CA, 7 August 1995. 8p.
ABSTRACT: The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) has developed radar and imaging
technologies with potential applications in mine detection by the armedforces and other agencies involved
in determining efforts. These new technologies use a patented ultra-wideband (impulse) radar technology
that is compact, low-cost, and low power. Designated as Micropower hnpulse Radar, these compact,
self-contained radars can easily be assembled into arrays to form complete ground penetrating radar
imaging systems. LLNL has also developed tomographic reconstruction and signalprocessing software
capable ofproducing high-resolution 2-D and 3-D images ofobjects buried in materials like soil or
concrete from radar data. Preliminary test results have shown that a radar imaging system using these
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technologies has the ability to image both metallic andplastic land mine surrogate targets buried in 5 to
10 cm ofmoist soil. In dry soil, the system can detect buried objects to a depth of30 cm and more. This
report describes our initial test results andplans for future work.
REPORT NUMBER: UCRLID121669
ACCESSION NUMBER: DE96000870
___. Statement of Capabilities: Micropower Impulse Radar (MIR) Technology Applied
to Mine Detection and Imaging. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, CA, 13
March 1995. 14p.
ABSTRACT: The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) has developed radar and imaging
technologies with potential applications in mine detection by the armedforces and other agencies involved
in demining efforts. These new technologies use a patented ultra-wideband (impulse) radar technology that
is compact, low-cost, and low power. Designated as Micropower Impulse Radar, these compact,
self-contained radars can easily be assembled into arrays to form complete ground penetrating radar
imaging systems. LLNL has also developed tomographic reconstruction and signalprocessing software
capable ofproducing high-resolution 2-D and 3-D images ofobjects buried in materials like soil or
concretefrom radar data. Preliminary test results have shown that a radar imaging system using these
technologies has the ability to image both metallic andplastic land mine surrogate targets buried in 5 to
10 cm ofmoist soil. In dry soil, the system can detect buried objects to a depth of30 cm and more. This
report describes LLNL's unique capabilities and technologies that can be applied to the demining problem.,
REPORT NUMBER: UCRLID120801
ACCESSION NUMBER: DE95-017714
Balck, R. Translation of Taped Conversation with General Hermann Balck, 12 January
1979 and Brief Biographical Sketch. Special report. Battelle Columbus Labs., OR:
Tactical Technology Center, January 1979. 64p.
ABSTRACT: This document is a transcript ofan interview conducted in 1979 with General Hermann Balck, who
served as a Commander ofGerman Panzer Divisions during World War II The question-and-answer
session includes such topics as effectiveness ofthe U.S., German, and Russian airforces, air-ground
tactics, use ofmines, German military tradition, armored tactics, armored division organization,
reconnaissance, and artillery.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A160 703
Ballistic Tests ofArmor Materials. Final Report on Test Operations Procedure. Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD: Army Test and Evaluation Command, 7 February 1984. 58p.
ABSTRACT: This report describes methods availablefor assessing the ability ofarmored vehicle armor to
provide protection against attacking projectiles and land mines. Tests ofthe basic armor rather than tests
ofthe vehicle are emphasized.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A137 873
Bekas, Alexander J. Wireless Communications for a Multiple Robot System. Master's thesis.
Monterey, CA: Naval Postgraduate School, March 1997. 116p
ABSTRACT: A multi-disciplinary research project is being undertaken at NPS to develop a semi-autonomous
robotic system to detect and clear land mines and Unexploded Ordnance (UXO). The robotic system under
development consists ofa land vehicle, an aerial vehicle, and a ground-based control station. Reliable
communication between these three stations is needed. A traditional wire-based network requires that the
vehicles be tethered and severely limits the mobility ofthe vehicles. A wireless Local Area Network (LAN)
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is proposed to provide communicatio1J,f~{!tweenthe contro/station and the vehicles. The objective ofthis
thesis is to develop the physical (hardware) and logical (software) architecture ofa wireless LAN that
accommodates the needs ofthe minelUXO project. Through an analysis ofwireless modulation techniques,
a market survey ofwireless devices, and a field testing ofwireless devices, a wireless LAN is designed to
meet the technological, performance, regulation, interference, and mobility requirements ofthe minelUXO
project. Finally, the wireless communication protocols and the development ofan error-free application
protocol (specified by a FSM model and implemented in ANSI C code using Windows socket network
programming) completes the wireless LAN implementation.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A331 876
Bernhardt, R. and R. Chesney. Description of the DRES (Defence Research Establishment
Suffield) Practice Mine Hardware. Defence Research Establishment Suffield, Ralston
(Alberta), July 1988. 91p.
ABSTRACT: The development ofscatterable mines and intelligent minefuzes featuringfull width attack
capabilities has dramatically changed mine warfare. Unfortunately, not all mine training devices have kept
pace with these developments. A distinction must be made at this point between those training mines
classified as drill mines and those classified as practice mines. Drill mines are used to train engineer
troops to correctly handle mines, while practice mines are used to train non-engineer combat troops about
mine warfare. Drill mines therefore simply have to mimic the arming and disarming procedures ofthe
newer types ofmines; they do not have to offer all the features ofthese advanced mines to have some
training value. The practice type oftraining mine, because ofits different training role, must emulate all
features ofthe newer mines. However, existing practice mines do not do this; they areJor the mostpart,
unrealistic in form, activation mechanism, and result. Because ofthis, these devices have little training
value, and consequently the troops who encounter them do notfully appreciate the problems associated
with mine warfare. Canada.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A197 999
Biddle, Stephen D., et aI. Landmine Arms Control. Final report. Alexandria, VA: Institute for
Defence Analyses, May 1996. SSp.
ABSTRACT: Perhaps 80 to 110 million unexploded mines are now scattered over 64 countries worldwide. These
mines kill or maim as many as 2,000 people a month most ofthem civilians, many ofthem children. The
purpose ofthe paper is to evaluate the pros and cons ofaddressing this problem via negotiated arms
control agreements to ban the production, stockpiling, export and/or use ofmines. Our principalfindings
are that neither the costs nor the benefits are likely to be as great as many have argued. Because costs and
benefits are incommensurate, landmine arms control could not be an open and shut case eitherfor or
against on its analytical merits, but the valuejudgment required to reach a conclusion is likely to be a
closer call than many in the current debate would suggest.
REPORT NUMBER: IDA-P-3001
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A315 050
Biddle, S.D., J. Klare, and J. Rosenfeld. Military Utility of Landmines: Implications for Arms
Control. Final report. Alexandria, VA: Institute for Defense Analyses, June 1994. 76p.
ABSTRACT: This briefing evaluates the military utility oflandmines in high intensity, mechanized land warfare
and draws implications from this for landmine arms control. While military utility is clearly only one of
wide range ofissues bearing on the advisability ofany particular arms controlproposal, it has
nevertheless played an unusually important role in the debate to date. While IDA is continuing a broader
assessment ofthis issue, it is hoped that this more narrowlyfocused analysis will shed some important, if
necessary partial, light on that broader debate. The basic conclusion ofthe briefing is that issues of
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military utility in high intensity conflict need notprecludefurther consideration oflandmine arms control.
A rather demanding set ofassumptions and preconditions is requiredfor the military utility oflandmines in
such conflicts to be so high as to make arms control unworthy offurther consideration requires as
especially demanding set ofassumptions about the nature offuture waifare. It is far from obvious that the
required assumptions can be sustained.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A283 061
BM 1000 Mines Developed by the German Air Force. Technical report. Naval Technical
Mission in Europe, October 45. 38p.
ABSTRACT: No abstract available.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A953 474
Bottoms, Albert M., Ellis A. Johnson, and Barbara Honegger. Proceedings of the Technology
and the Mine Problem Symposium, 18-21 November 1996, Naval Postgraduate
School, Monterey, California. 2 volumes. Monterey, CA: Naval Postgraduate School,
November 1996. 954p.
ABSTRACT: Major topics ofthis symposium are (1) The Challenge, (2) Operational Requirements and
Perspectives, (3) Operational Environments and Threats, (4) Landmines and Humanitarian Demining, (5)
Progress in Autonomous Systems for Mine Waifare, and (6) Countering Mines on Land.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A326 694 - v. 1
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A327 338 - v. 2
Breland, Marian and Robert E. Bailey. Specialized Mine Detector Dog. Hot Springs, AR:
Animal Behavior Enterprises, Inc., December 1971. 23p.
ABSTRACT: Two Golden Labrador Retrievers were trained by operant conditioning methods to detect modified
type M14 antipersonnel mines buried at varying depths in an open field. On detection ofa buried mine, the
dog was required to sit near the mine and remain until verification could be made. At the home training
area the dogs experienced difficulty in making detections at depths greater than two inches. Compacted
soil, grass, stubble, and heatproved handicapping. One mine was detected at a depth offour inches.
During tests at Aberdeen Proving Ground under simulatedfield conditions, mines buried two years were
detected at depths ofone-halfinch.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 736 860
Briggs, B.D. General Computer Program for Use in Determining Track Width
Plow-Minefield Effectiveness Criteria. Fort Belvoir, VA: Anny Mobility Equipment
Research and Development Command, 1973. IIp. [This article is from 'Proceedings of
the Annual U.S. Army Operations Research Symposium (12th), 2-5 October 1973.
Volume I,' AD-A125 989.]
ABSTRACT: The u.s. Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development Center (USAMERDC) has
developed a computerprogram for use in assessing the effectiveness ofa track width mine clearingplow
moving through an area containing mixed mine types/fuze mechanisms. This program includes important
modifications and extensions ofsome ofthe methods currently usedfor obtaining
countermeasure-minefield effectiveness criteria andyields statistical information that cannot be
determinedfrom other existing models. The approach to this problem makes use ofa Monte Carlo
computer simulation technique developed at the USAMERDG. Because ofa need to investigate current and
future threats for ascertaining mine-target interactions within a minefield, the computer program has been
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written in such a way that the only additional coding required is the so-called threat subroutine, against
which the countermeasure effectiveness oJihe target can b(! determined.
Buc, Steven M. and George C. Tillery. Cost and Effectiveness Analysis Modeling for
Demining Operations. Final report. Arlington, VA: System Planning Corp, January
1996. 91p.
ABSTRACT: This study's objectives were to assess the cost and operational effectiveness ofstate-of-the-art and
emerging demining technologies, and to quantify the remaining challenges andpotential benefits of
developing new technologies. Its goals were to: (1) understand current demining operations and
techniques; (2) identify the key cost and operationalparameters which affect demining; (3) model
demining operations and quantify the current methods in terms ofthese parameters; and (4) using this
modeling tool, identify shortcomings andprojectpotential improvements which could be provided by
various new systems and technologies. All study objectives were met. A detailed tradeoffanalysis was
performed on a Mozambique demining scenario, using a variety ofdemining techniques andprocesses.
Computer modeling results were in close agreement with reportedfield experiences, in terms ofmine
clearance rates, costs, and casualties. The computer model source code listing is provided.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A303 257
Buhl, M.R. et al. Dual-Band, Infrared Buried Mine Detection Using a Statistical Pattern
Recognition Approach. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, CA, August 1993.
39p.
ABSTRACT: The main objective ofthis work was to detect surrogate land mines, which were buried in clay and
sand, using dual-band, infrared images. A statisticalpattern recognition approach was used to achieve this
objective. This approach is discussed and results ofapplying it to real images are given.
REPORT NUMBER: UCRLID114838
ACCESSION NUMBER: DE93-041279
Campbell, J.G. Landmine Detection by Scatter Radiation Radiography. Final report.
Alexandria, VA: Army Military Personnel Center, 2 July 1987. 564p.
ABSTRACT: The application ofscatter radiation radiography to the detection ofburied nonmetallic antitank
landmines is examined. A combination ofcalculations and measurements is used to address the problem.
The primary calculation tool is a Monte Carlo photon transport code. Measurements are made with an
x-ray source, sodium iodide detector, and soil box positioning system. The soil box containing a model ofa
nonmetallic antitank mine is moved beneath the x-ray source to simulate both theforward motion ofa
vehicle transporting the detection system and raster ofthe beam to search a path ofsufficient width to
allow safe passage. Measurements are used to validate the calculation results for a small detector and
produce images ofburied mines. The calculations are extended to large area detectors which are required
to provide path searches ofapproximately three widths. Environmental parameters, such as height
sensitivity, soil density and moisture content, and inhomogeneities are examined in both calculations and
measurements. Calculations are used to suggest mine detection mechanisms and to optimize geometric
parameters and x-ray beam quality. Power requirements are also addressed.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A182 227
Carpenter, R.D., and G.N. Romstedt. Counterohstacle Vehicle (COV) Utility Study. Volume
1. Final technical report. January-April 1986. McLean Research Center, Inc., VA, May
1986. 127p.
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ABSTRACT: The purpose ofthis study is to identify and evaluate the utility ofa single, multi-purpose
counterobstacle system on thefuture battlefield. The study is accomplished by conducting a time-phased
analysis ofthe interrelationship between counterobstacle equipment, missions, and threats over a 30 year
period, extendingfrom 20 years ago to 10 years in thefuture (1965-1995). The analysis involved isolating
the counterobstacle mission, by identifying, in priority, the functions peiformed in accomplishing that
mission. A data base was then established listing US Counterobstacle equipment developed and used over
the time period, together with the opposing threat capability over the same period. These capabilities were
then compared in light ofthe counterobstacle mission. Wargame analysis was used to show the utility of
the counterobstacle system over the timeframe, and to evaluate the utility ofa single, multicapable system,
called a counterobstacle vehicle (COV) for thefuture. Thefindings ofthe study include thefollowing: - The
COV is able to reduce the extra losses that accrue to an attackerfrom a minefield by one-third. - The COV
can improve the chance ofsuccessful mission accomplishment ofan attackingforce by ten percent..
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A169 309
Carr-Harris, E. and R. ThaI. Mine, Booby-Trap, Tripwire and Tunnel Detection. Raleigh, ND:
Behavior Systems, Inc., January 1970. 73p.
ABSTRACT: Reports from thefield indicated that German Shepherd scout dogs had been observed to alert on
mines, tripwires and other man-made artifacts. The purpose ofthe presentprogram was to explore the
feasibility oftraining such animals specifically to the tasks ofdetecting mine/tripwires and tunnels, by
means oftechniques that were sufficiently objective to permit instruction ofmilitary handlers in their use. A
six month feasibility study was conducted. Procedures andpractices derivedfrom theformal study of
animal behavior were used throughout the program. Because ofthe success ofthefirst phase ofthe
problem, a second six months ofwork was initiated with the objective oftraining an army scout dog
platoon for the capability ofmine/tripwire and tunnel detection. The platoon was judged ready and
deployed to Vietnam April 20, 1969. An additional 3 month program was undertaken to study the
feasibility ofcross-training tunnel andpersonnel detection dogs. The results ofthis work were ambiguous.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 867404
Carroll, P.W. Mine and Boobytrap Warfare: Lessons Forgotten. Study project. Carlisle
Barracks, PA: Army War College, 29 February 1988. 27p.
ABSTRACT: Low-intensity conflict has brought with it many new training opportunities in the methods of
waifare. Considering the probability ofinvolvement at this end ofthe spectrum ofconflict, we must revisit
some ofthe lessons learned over the past wars and take advantage ofthe experience gained by ourfriends
and allies. This study examines the experience ofu.s. forces in three conflicts and tracks the changes in the
use ofmines and boobytraps in terms ofcasualties. The experiences ofthe Thai and Malaysian armies in
current hostilities involving mines and boobytraps is also studied. The purpose is to highlight a potential
shortfall in our current training emphasis through an examination ofhistory, probability ofintensity and
current training emphasis.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A194 094
Carts, Stanley L. Jr. Feasibility of Non-Metallic Mine Detection by Earth's Magnetic Field
Distortion. Washington, DC: Army Research Office, December 1962.
ABSTRACT: An investigation to determine the worldwidefeasibility ofa passive magnetic methodfor detection of
nonmetallic land mines is discussed. The work included ascertaining the natural restrictions imposed upon
a passive magnetic detection system by the magnetic properties ofsoil containing buried mines. A special
measuring system was developed by USAERDLfor these studies. The report concludes that: (a) Use ofa
passive magnetic mine detection system as a sole means ofdetection is notfeasible in 74 ofthe world's
land suiface; in 12 because ofinsufficient mine-soil susceptibility contrast alone; in 40% because of
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excessive magnetic anomalous (false)~ignaleffectsalone; and in 22% because ofboth insufficient contrast
and excessive anomalies. (b) More $~1tSitiVe instrumentation will not improve the world-wide feasibility of
passive magnetic mine detection systems because severe restrictions are imposed on the use ofpassive
magnetic phenomenon by natural magnetic soil properties, and not by inadequate instrument sensitivity.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 286 664
Carts, Stanley L., Jr. and Donald G. Orr and Jack R. Macconnac. Effects of Soil Magnetic
Properties and Natural Magnetic Micro-Anomalies of Typical Tropical Soils on
Passive Magnetic Land Mine-Detection Methods. Technical report. Fort Belvoir, VA:
Army Research and Development Laboratories, February 1961. 63p.
ABSTRACT: Measurements were made ofmicro-distortions in the earth~ magnetic field at the soil surface of24
test sites in the Panama Canal Zone. The test sites were chosen as representative oftypical humid tropical
soils. Magnetic properties ofthe soil were measured both in thefield and in the laboratory. Correlation
was found between soil magnetic properties (including natural magnetic micro-anomalies) andpassive
magnetic mine detection feasibility. It was concluded that: (1) the use ofa passive magnetic system for
detection ofnonmetallic 50-cubic-inch mines (AP size) is generally notfeasible in the Panama Canal Zone
and is not expected to be feasible in any similar humid tropical region; (2) Anomalous signals produced by
natural causes are the most detrimentalfactor to passive magnetic methods in humid tropical regions; (3)
The most common causes ofanomalous response due to natural effects are buried stones and pieces of
rock; and (4) The detection method may befair in areas ofstone-free homogeneous magnetic sand. These
areas, however, represent less than 1 percent ofthe land area ofthe Panama Canal Zone.
REPORT NUMBER: AERDL-1665
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 255 994
Chang, Shu-Kong Scattering by Buried Finite Cylindrical Dielectric Land Mines. Final
report. Berkeley, CA: EMTEC Engineering, Inc., March 1979. 52p.
ABSTRACT: The unimoment method is applied to solve the electromagnetic scattering by a buried dielectric
finite cylinder simulating a land mine. The computational results are reported at 700 MHz, 800 MHz, 900
MHz, and 1000 MHz. The fields are presented in graphicalform includingparametric studies. The results
will greatly enhance the ability ofengineers in designing and improving effective land mine detection
systems.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A070 896
Charles F.J. Combat Engineer Equipment: Achilles Heel in the Offense. Student essay.
Carlisle Barracks, PA: Army War College, 7 April 1986. 31p.
ABSTRACT: There is some question whether or not US Army combat engineers have the equipment necessary to
provide mobility support to offensive operations as would befound in Air Land Battle. The current status of
engineer equipment and its shortcomings are described. Recent trends in research, development and
acquisition ofengineer equipment to provide counterobstacle and countermine support on the battlefield
are discussed. The inability ofengineers to obtain the priority andfunds needed to modernize their
equipment is attributed to a general lack ofunderstanding and appreciation ofthe necessity ofengineer
support in the offense. To counter this condition the need to retain the initiative in the offense, the nature of
the Soviet threat, and weaknesses in realistic combat engineer combined arms training are cited. The
conclusion is that weaknesses in combat engineering equipment can be overcome only with support ofthe
other combat arms who must carefully weight the risks incurred during offensive operations ifengineer
equipment does not complement the modernize systems ofthe combined arms team.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A170 235
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Chotiros, Nicholas P. High Frequency Buried Target Imaging. Austin, IX: University of
Texas, Austin, Applied Research Laboratories, October 1997. 27p.
ABSTRACT: Acoustical imaging can potentially provide a buried object classification capability. The image
quality is expected to be a function ofsediment type, burial depth, and grazing angle. Image degradation is
caused by propagation and scatteringprocesses that can be modeled and experimentally measured. Three
physical mechanisms were investigated: ghosting, warping, andfogging. Fogging, caused by
backscatteringfrom the sediment, is expected to be the limitingfactor. A laboratory experiment was
conducted to test the findings but the results were inconclusive.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A330 065
Chotiros, Nicholas P., et al. Physics ofBuried Mine Detection and Classification. Final
technical report. Texas Univ. at Austin. Applied Research Labs.,12 May 1995. 15p.
ABSTRACT· The physics ofburied mine detection in offshore sediments and in the suifzone was investigated.
Optical techniques are useless because they cannot penetrate sediments while magnetic techniques are of
low value because oflow resolution, short range, and the introduction ofnon-magnetic mines. For buried
mine detection in the off-shore sediment acoustic penetration at shallow grazing angles was explored. An
experiment was conductedjointly with SACLANTCEN to measure soundpropagation into a sediment in the
500 Hz to 2 kHz band, and a theoreticalfast field model was developed to model the penetration. In the
suifzone, where bubble clouds are expected to render acoustic methods unreliable, seismic sonar methods
were explored as a means to echo range offburied targets. Tests with controlledpulses revealed that the
far-field response was dominated by two inteiface waves. The results have been very encouraging.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A294394
Clark,G.A.; et al. Computer Vision and Sensor Fusion for Detecting Buried Objects.
Lawrence Livennore National Laboratory, CA, October 1992. 7p. [Annual Asilomar
Conference on Signals, Systems, and Computers (26th), Pacific Grove, CA, 25-30
October 1992.]
ABSTRACT- Given multiple images ofthe surface ofthe earth from dual-band infrared sensors, our system fuses
information from the sensors to reduce the effects ofclutter and improve the ability to detect buried or
surface target sites. Supervised learning pattern classifiers (including neural networks,) are used. We
present results ofexperiments to detect buried land mines from real data, and evaluate the usefulness of
fusing information from multiple sensor types. The novelty ofthe work lies mostly in the combination ofthe
algorithms and their application to the very important and currently unsolvedproblem ofdetecting buried
land mines from an airborne standoffplatform.
REPORT NUMBER: UCRLJC1l2103, CONF92102314
ACCESSION NUMBER: DE93-012605
___. Computer Vision for Locating Buried Objects. Lawrence Livennore National
Laboratory, CA, November 1991. 7p. [Asilomar Conference on Signals, Systems and
Computers, Pacific Grove, CA, 4-6 November 1991.]
ABSTRACT: Given two registered images ofthe earth, measured with aerial dual-band infrared (IR) sensors, we
use advanced computer vision/automatic target recognition techniques to estimate the positions ofburied
land mines. The images are very difficult to interpret, because oflarge amounts ofclutter. Conventional
techniques use single-band imagery and simple correlations. They rely heavily on thejudgment ofthe
human doing the interpretation, and give unsatisfactory results with difficult data sets ofthe type we
analyzed. Our automatic algorithms are able to eliminate most ofthe clutter and give greatly improved
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indications ofregions in the image that could be interpreted as mines. The novelty ofour approach lies in
the following aspects: (1) a patenteddattijuslon technique using two IR images and physicalprinciples
based on Planck's law, (2) a new region-based texture segmentation algorithm using Gabor Transform
features and a clustering/thresholding algorithm based on a neural network (Self-Organizing Feature
Map), (3) Prior knowledge ofmeasuredfeasible temperatures and emissivities, and (4) results with real
data using buried surrogate mines.
REPORT NUMBER: UCRLJCI07626, CONF91111012
ACCESSION NUMBER: DE92-013979
. Data Fusion for the Detection ofBuried Land Mines. Lawrence Livennore National
---
Laboratory, CA, October 1993. 13p. [International Symposium on Substance
Identification Technologies, Innsbruck (Austria), 4-8 October 1993.]
ABSTRACT: The authors conducted experiments to demonstrate the enhanced delectability ofburied land mines
using sensorfusion techniques. Multiple sensors, including imagery, infrared imagery, and ground
penetrating radar, have been used to acquire data on a number ofburied mines and mine surrogates. The
authors present this data along with a discussion ofthe application ofsensorfUsion techniques for this
particular detection problem. The authors describe the data fusion architecture and discuss some relevant
results ofthese classification methods.
REPORT NUMBER: UCRLJC114623, CONF93101649
ACCESSION NUMBER: DE94-006189
___. Detection of Buried Objects by Fusing Dual-Band Infrared Images. Lawrence
Livennore National Laboratory, CA, November 1993. 13p. [Institute ofElectrical and
Electronic Engineers (IEEE) Asilomar Conference on Signals, Systems, and Computers,
Pacific Grove, CA, 1-3 November 1993.]
ABSTRACT: We have conducted experiments to demonstrate the enhanced detectability ofburied land mines
using sensorfusion techniques. Multiple sensors, including visible imagery, infrared imagery, and ground
penetrating radar (GPR), have been used to acquire data on a number ofburied mines and mine
surrogates because the visible wavelength and GPR data are currently incomplete. This paperfocuses on
thefusion oftwo-band infrared images. We usefeature-level fusion and supervised learning with the
probabilistic neural network (PNN) to evaluate detection performance. The novelty ofthe work lies in the
application ofadvanced target recognition algorithms, the fusion ofdual-band infrared images and
evaluation ofthe techniques using two real data sets.
REPORT NUMBER: UCRLJC114321, CONF93111355
ACCESSION NUMBER: DE94-008286
___. Land Mine Detection Using Multispectral Image Fusion. Lawrence Livennore
National Laboratory, CA, 29 March 1995. 12p. [Symposium on Autonomous Vehicles in
Mine Countenneasures, Monterey, CA, 3-7 April 1995.]
ABSTRACT: Our system fuses information contained in registered images from multiple sensors to reduce the
effects ofclutter and improve the ability to detect surface and buried land mines. The sensor suite currently
consists ofa camera that acquires images in six bands (400nm, 500nm, 600nm, 700nm, 800nm and
900nm). Past research has shown that it is extremely difficult to distinguish land minesfrom background
clutter in images obtainedfrom a single sensor. It is hypothesized, however, that information fusedfrom a
suite ofvarious sensors is likely to provide better detection reliability, because the suite ofsensors detects a
variety ofphysicalproperties that are more separable in feature space. The materials surrounding the
mines can include natural materials (soil, rocks,foiiage, water, etc.) and some artifacts. We use a
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supervised learning pattern recognition approach to detecting the metal andplastic land mines. The
overall process consists offour main parts: Preprocessing, feature extraction, feature selection, and
classification. These parts are used in a two step process to classify a subimage. We extractfeaturesfrom
the images, and usefeature selection algorithms to select only the most importantfeatures according to
their contribution to correct detections. This allows us to save computational complexity and determine
which ofthe spectral bands add value to the detection system. The most importantfeatures from the
various sensors arefused using a supervised learning pattern classifier (the probabilistic neural network).
We present results ofexperiments to detect land minesfrom real data collectedfrom an airborne platform,
and evaluate the usefulness offusingfeature informationfrom multiple spectral bands.
REPORT NUMBER: UCRLJC120710, CONF95041544
ACCESSION NUMBER: DE95-017825
___. Multispectral Image Fusion for Detecting Land Mines. Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, CA, April 1995. 17p. [SPIE International Symposium on
Aerospace/Defense Sensing and Dual-Use Photonics, Orlando, FL, 17-21 April 1995.]
ABSTRACT: This report details a system which fuses information contained in registered images from multiple
sensors to reduce the effects ofclutter and improve the ability to detect suiface and buried land mines. The
sensor suite currently consists ofa camera that acquires images in six bands (400nm, 500nm, 600nm,
700nm, 800nm and 900nm). Past research has shown that it is extremely difficult to distinguish land mines
from background clutter in images obtainedfrom a single sensor. It is hypothesized, however, that
information fusedfrom a suite ofvarious sensors is likely to provide better detection reliability, because
the suite ofsensors detects a variety ofphysicalproperties that are more separable in feature space. The
materials surrounding the mines can include natural materials (soil, rocks, foliage, water, etc.) and some
artifacts.
REPORT NUMBER: UCRLJC120319, CONF95047222
ACCESSION NUMBER: DE96-002641
___. Sensor Feature Fusion for Detecting Buried Objects. Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, CA, April 1993. 13p. [Society ofPhoto-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
(SPIE) DE/Aerospace science and Sensing Meeting, Orlando, FL, 11-16 April 1993.]
ABSTRACT: Given multiple registered images ofthe earth's suifacefrom dual-band sensors, our systemfuses
information from the sensors to reduce the effects ofclutter and improve the ability to detect buried or
suiface target sites. The sensor suite currently includes two sensors (5 micron and 10 micron wavelengths)
and one ground penetrating radar (GPR) ofthe wide-bandpulsed synthetic aperture type. We use a
supervised teaming pattern recognition approach to detect metal andplastic land mines buried in soil. The
overallprocess consists offour main parts: Preprocessing, feature extraction, feature selection, and
classification. These parts are used in a two step process to classify a sub-image. The first step, referred to
as feature selection, determines the features ofsub-images which result in the greatest separability among
the classes. The second step, image labeling, uses the selectedfeatures and the decisions from a pattern
classifier to label the regions in the image which are likely to correspond to buried mines. We extract
features from the images, and usefeature selection algorithms to select only the most importantfeatures
according to their contribution to correct detections. This allows us to save computational complexity and
determine which ofthe sensors add value to the detection system. The most importantfeatures from the
various sensors arefused using supervised teaming pattern classifiers (including neural networks). We
present results ofexperiments to detect buried land mines from real data, and evaluate the usefulness of
fusingfeature information from multiple sensor types, including dual-band infrared and ground
penetrating radar. The novelty ofthe work lies mostly in the combination ofthe algorithms and their
application to the very important and currently unsolved operationalproblem ofdetecting buried land
mines from an airborne standoffplatform.
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REPORT NUMBER: UCRLJCl13727, CONF93044522
ACCESSION NUMBER: DE93-01866
Countermine Warfare Analysis. Hopkins, MN: Honeywell, Inc., Mission Analysis Group, June
1981.
ABSTRACT: The specific objectives ofthe Countermine Warfare Analysis were: To identify the principles,
precepts, and trends in mining and countermining warfare that were established in World War II combat
and assess their relevance to contemporary warfare, and to determine the potential impact of
countermining operations on the modem battlefield.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-AI03 772
Curl, Terry Winslow. Measuring the Effectiveness of Scatterable Mines in the Armor
Combat Environment. Master's thesis. Monterey, CA: Naval Postgraduate School,
September 1976. 69p.
ABSTRACT: Scatterable mines are currently being evaluated in the material acquisition process. This new
concept oflandmines will be examined by an analysis offield experiment data provided by the Combat
Developments Experimentation Command (CDEC), Fort Ord, California. An experimental design and
analysis plan is presented to measure the effectiveness ofscatterable mines. The experimental design
considered two models. A normal model is designed without considering CDEC's instrumentation,
equipment, and personnel, and a 'modified' model which takes into consideration CDEC's limitations. The
experimental design, analysis methodology, and a hypothetical example are presented to indicate
implementation ofthe 'modified' model. Finally, a comparison ofthe 'modified' model is made with
CDEC's 'Tactical Effectiveness ofMines in the Armor Weapons System' model design. Dynamic measures
ofeffectiveness are used to discriminate between levels offive factors (e.g., location ofminefield, type of
minefield, threat tactic, minefield density, defensive force mix) and to determine ifthere is a synergistic
effect with employment ofscatterable mines.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A032 295
Dashcund, D. IRAAM Wind Tunnel Test. Task m. Final technical report. Wilmington, MA:
Avco Systems Div., 30 August 1983. 63p.
ABSTRACT· A deceleration, orientation and stabilization system for the deployment ofthe anti-armor mine
(IRAAM) submunition was developed and tested at the Wright-Patterson vertical wind tunnelfacility. The
system employs a flexible samara airfoil with a tip mass arranged to provide the proper spin rate, descent
rate and coning angle. Samara wings ofKEVLAR material werefabricated using a flat webbing
construction and also a construction consisting ofKEVLAR cords enclosed in a nylon envelope. Blades
varied in both area andplatform aspect ratio. Blade spans rangedfrom 2.5 to 10.0 inches. Blade widths
variedfrom 2 to 4 inches. All ofthe IRAAM models usedfor testing were dimensionallyfull scale. One
model ofthe nominal configuration wasfull weight. The other two models were halfweight. The tip weight
varied up to 5% ofthe model weight. The testprogram is outlined. All testprocedures and equipment are
described. The test results are analyzed and recommendations are madefor future developmental studies.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A135 256
Dean, A.M., and C.R. Martinson. Mine Detection Using Non-Sinusoidal Radar. Part l.
Spatial Analysis of Laboratory Test Data. Special report. Hanover, NH: Cold Regions
Research and Engineering Laboratory, August 1984. 105p.
ABSTRACT· The interaction among UHF radiation, winter roadway conditions and buried mines was
investigated in a refrigeratedfacility. The near-field spatial return from each target was unique. When the
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target was not in the nearfield the spatial return was not at all unique. Cobbles in the medium had little
effect, but suiface-thawed conditions significantly affected the spatial return, and the reflected signal
strength andfrequency content. The primaryfrequency content ofthe returned signal was either spread
over a band broader than that ofthe transmittedprimaryfrequencies, or completely outside ofthe primary
detection band. We conclude that the complexity ofwinter roadway conditions requires (1) a much broader
frequency band than is currently being considered, and (2) a more complex and adaptive
background-removal, signal-enhancement scheme than is currently used. Further, more data are required
describing the interaction ofthe winter media, UHF radiation, and buried mines so that adequate detection
instrumentation can be developed.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A150 471
Dean, KJ., and J.A. Christians. Battlefield Related Evaluation and Analysis of Countermine
Hardware (BREACH). Fort Belvoir, VA: Army Mobility Equipment Research and
Development Command, 1973. IIp. [This article is from 'Proceedings of the Annual U.S.
Army Operations Research Symposium (12th), 2-5 October 1973. Volume I,' AD-A125
989. ]
ABSTRACT: This paperpresents the methodology being used at MERDC to describe and evaluate the
effectiveness ofthe integratedfamily ofcountermine equipment. The scenarios and hierarchy ofmodels
used to determine systems effectiveness and operationalfeasibilities are described. The essential
countermine missions ofthe Army are examined along with a comparative evaluation ofa typical baseline
system.
Deeds, F. E., Flix W. Fleming, and Robert K. Stump. Mine-Field Clearance by Nuclear
Weapons. Kansas City, MO: Midwest Research Institute, August 1960. 112p.
ABSTRACT: The objective ofthe project was to investigate the behavior ofpressure-activated antitank mines
under air-blast loadingfrom a nuclear detonation. Ojparticular interest were the reliability ofcurrent
methods for predicting probability ofland-mine actuation from nuclear detonations, the effect ofburial
depth on mine actuation, and the effect ofsympathetic actuation in extending the range ofmine clearance.
In addition, a study was initiated to determine ifspecial methods were neededfor prediction ofmine
actuation atparticular ranges oftransition in the pressure-wave shape. Fifteen mine types, both United
States andforeign, were employed. Test results indicated: (1) the procedures for predicting mine actuation
under nuclear detonations were reasonably accurate; (2) in the live minefields, sympathetic actuation
occurred among mines; (3) the response ofthe Universal Indicator Mines (UIM) increased with burial
depths to a maximum value between 6 and 9 in.; and (4) the reliability ofthe actuation curves can be
improved by laboratory testing ofadequate sampling mines.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 358 121
Del Grande, N. Sensor Fusion Methodology for Remote Detection ofBuried Land Mines.
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, CA, April 1990. 2Op. [National Symposium
on Sensor Fusion (3rd), Orlando, FL, 16-20 April 1990.]
ABSTRACT- We are investigation a sensorfUSion methodologyfor remote detection ofburied land mines. Our
primary approach is sensor intrajitsion. Our dual-channel passive IR methodology decouples true
(corrected) surface temperature variations ofO.2(degree)Cfrom spatially dependent surface emissivity
noise. It produces surface temperature maps showingpatterns ofconducted heatfrom buried objects which
heat and cool differently from their surroundings. Our methodology exploits Planck's radiation law. It
produces separate maps ofsurface emissivity variations which allow us to reducefalse alarms. Our
secondary approach is sensor interfusion using other methodologies. For example, an active IR CO(sub 2)
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laser reflectance channel helps distinguish suiface targets unrelated to buried land mines at night when
photographic methods are ineffective. Also; the interfusion ofground penetrating radar provides depth
information for confirming the site ofburied objects. Together with EG&G in Las Vegas, weflew a mission
at Nellis AFB using the Daedalus dual-channel (5 and 10 micron) IR scanner mounted on a helicopter
platform at an elevation of60 m above the desert sand. We detected suiface temperature patterns
associated with buried (inert) land mines covered by as much as 10 cm ofdry sand. The respective spatial,
spectral, thermal, emissivity and temporal signatures associated with buried targets differedfrom those
associated with suiface vegetation, rocks and manmade objects. Our results were consistent with
predictions based on the annual Temperature Wave Model. They were confirmed byfield measurements.
The dual-channel sensorfUsion methodology is expected to enhance the capabilities ofthe military and
industrial community for standoffmine detection. Other importantpotential applications are open skies,
drug traffic control and environmental restoration at waste burial sites. 11 figs.
REPORT NUMBER: UCRLJCI03626, CONF90041881
ACCESSION NUMBER: DE90-010633
___. Temperature Evaluated Mine Position Survey (TEMPS) Application of Dual-Band
Infrared Methodology. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, CA, March 1990.
2Op. [ IRIS Specialty Group Meeting on Passive Sensors and Atmospheric Physics,
Laurel, MD, 13 March 1990.]
ABSTRACT- We are investigating a temperature evaluated mine position survey (TEMPS) for remote detection of
buried land mines. The TEMPS methodology uses two passive IR channels peaked near 5 and 10 microns
to decouple temperaturefrom emissivity related effects. The true (corrected) temperature maps show
suiface temperature variations ofO.2(degree)G. Corrections are madefor air-path inteiference and
reflected sky radiation. We exploit a property ofPlanck's radiation law which applies for small
temperature excursions from 288 K. The radiant emittance is proportional to emissivity times absolute
temperature to the power of(50/wavelength in microns). Our corrected temperature maps show patterns of
conducted heat generated by buried objects which heat and cool at different rates than the surrounding
materials. These patterns are distinguishedfrom the patterns produced by suiface objects. Their respective
spatial, spectral, thermal, emissivity and temporal signatures differ. EG & G flew a dual-band IR scanner
at 60 mfor our demonstration ofthe TEMPS methodology at Nellis AFB. We detected simulated mine
targets covered by 10 cm ofdry sand. Optimization ofthis technology is expected to enhance the
capabilities ofthe military communityfor standoffmine detection and other applications. 9 refs., 11 figs., 1
tab.
REPORT NUMBER: UCRLJCI03264, CONF9003963
ACCESSION NUMBER: DE90-009182
Del Grande, N.K. et al. Buried Object Remote Detection Technology for Law Enforcement.
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, CA, March 1991. 28p. [SPIE International
Symposium on Optical Engineering and Photonics in Aerospace Sensing, Orlando, FL,
1-5 April 1991.]
ABSTRACT: We have developed a precise airborne temperature-sensing technology to detect buried objectsfor
use by law enforcement. Demonstrations have imaged the sites ofburiedfoundations, walls and trenches;
mapped underground waterways and aquifers; and been used to locate underground military objects. Our
patented methodology is incorporated in a commercially available, high signal-to-noise, dual-band
infrared scanner with real-time, 12-bit digital image processing software and display. Our method creates
color-coded images based on suiface temperature variations of0.2 (degrees)G. Unlike other less-sensitive
methods, it maps true (corrected) temperatures by removing the (decoupled) suiface emissivity mask
equivalent to 1(degrees)C or 2(degrees)C; this mask hinders interpretation ofapparent (blackbody)
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temperatures. Once removed, were are able to identify suiface temperature patterns from small diffusivity
changes at buried object sites which heat and cool differently from their surroundings. Objects made of
different materials and buried at different depths are identified by their unique spectra, spatial, thermal,
temporal, emissivity and difJUsivity signatures. We have successfully located the sites ofburied (inert)
simulated land mines 0.1 to 0.2 m deep; sod-covered rock pathways alongside dry ditches, deeper than 0.2
m; pavement covered burial trenches and cemetery structures as deep as 0.8 m; and aquifers more than 6
m and less 60 m deep. Our technology could be adaptedfor drug interdiction andpollution control..
REPORT NUMBER: UCRLJCI04637, CONF91045013
ACCESSION NUMBER: DE91-013587
Delaney, I.E. Apparatus for Clearing Mines. Patent. Washington, DC: Department ofthe
Navy, filed 4 June 1992, patented 29 June 1993. 15p.
ABSTRACT: An abstract is provided which is capable ofclearing encased explosives such as land mines. This
apparatus combines a shaped chargejet with a plate penetrator. A depression is formed in a column ofa
first explosive material. The depression is provided with a metal liner such that detonation ofthefirst
explosive materialforms a shaped chargejet. The shaped chargejetpasses through a hole in a plate
penetrator and exits the device without detonating a second explosive material. The shaped chargejet
strikes the ground and imparts kinetic energy. As the energy in the shaped chargejet is consumed, the
second explosive material detonates and drives the plate penetrator to supersonic velocities. Since shaped
chargejet velocity exceeds the detonation velocity ofthe second explosive material, the shaped chargejet
clears a path ahead ofthe plate penetrator. This results in higher velocity when the plate penetrator
impacts the encased explosive, and consequently a greater chance ofinducing explosion and
neutralization.
REPORT NUMBER: PATENT 5,223,666
DeLony, J.W. Tactical Mobility and the In-Stride Obstacle Breach: Impossible, Probable,
Futuristic. Fort Leavenworth, KS: Anny Command and General Staff College, School of
Advanced Military Studies, 29 November 1988. 72p.
ABSTRACT: This monograph analyzes the concept ofan in-stride breach ofan obstacle by a tactical maneuver
force. Its focus is on a historical and current review ofthe tactical doctrines ofthe U.S. and Soviet armies'
development oftactics, equipment, andforce structure to execute an in-stride breach ofan obstacle
concurrent to sustaining the momentum ofa maneuverforce. Given thefriction ofterrain and combined
arms operations, the paper seeks to answer whether the in-stride obstacle breach is possiblefor either
force on today's battlefield. The study begins with a discussion oftactical mobility theory associated with
an in-stride obstacle breach. Historical experiences and doctrine for breaching obstaclesfrom World War
II are presentedfor the U.S. and the Soviets. Current doctrine, equipment, andforce structurefor the two
armies are reviewedfor analysis and comparisons. Conclusions as to the strengths and weaknesses ofeach
army's capability to conduct an in-stride obstacle breach are made. A final section ofrecommendationsfor
fUture u.s. AirLand Battle in-stride obstacle breach operations is presented.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A221 445
Department of the Army Staff Study Estimating Land Mine Operational Requirements for
Mobilization Planning. (revised). Washington, DC: Office ofthe ChiefofEngineers
(Anny), August 1958. 47p.
ABSTRACT: None available.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 389 668
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Detection of Land Mines and Sound Ranging. Washington, DC: Office ofScientific Research
and Development, September 1946.
ABSTRACT: None Available.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 221 602
Detection of Remote Minefields Project Plan I. Ann Arbor, MI: Environmental Research
Institute ofMichigan, 15 December 78. 124p.
ABSTRACT- The objective ofthe minefield detection project is to determine the effectiveness ofremote sensing
systems and other methods ofdetecting and identifying mines, minefields, minelaying equipment, or
minelaying operations, and to recommend continuing effort on the mostpromising this research and
development program. This first projectplan (Plan l) defines the work to be peiformed during the contract
period with primary emphasis on the first years' effort. The project effort will concentrate on the European
Theater ofOperations. The terrain ofinterest is the West German border areas which are generally
exemplified byflat plains to the north and rolling terrain to the south. Primary emphasis will be placed on
detecting and identifying anti-tank (A 1) and anti-vehicular (A T1 mines, and will be directed toward hasty
mining and minefields associated with tactical offensive operations (i.e., suiface mines). Minefields may be
detected by both direct observation or by inferential observations, and both approaches will be
investigated. Work under the project concerned with each ofthe concepts to be investigated will be
peiformed in a sequence offour major tasks: (1) identification and screening ofpromising techniques; (2)
preliminary systems analysis and definition ofexperimental or other data acquisitions systems; (3)
acquisition ofcritical data through experiment, literature survey, or access to SCI; and (4) evaluation of
conceptual systems for technical and military usefulness. Four major scenarios for Soviet mine waifare
operations have been adoptedfor analyticalpurposes.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A172 476
Dillencourt, M.B., et al. Expert System for Minefield Site Prediction. Phase 1. Annual
technical report. February 1987-January 1988. Reston, VA: PAR Government Systems
Corp., February 1988. 46p.
ABSTRACT: The software design ofthe prototype Minefield Site Prediction Expert Systems (MSPES) is
described. The ultimate goal ofthe system is to emulate the role ofa terrain analyst in predicting likely
mine sites. The major components ofthe system are the inference system, the geographic information
system, and the user inteiface. The inference system is driven by a goal-directed backward chaining
mechanisms. The geographic information system is based on quadtrees. The user inteiface is menu-driven,
and is based on an object-oriented graphics package. This report describes the implementation ofthe
prototype system. It also contains recommendationsfor the operational system, based on an evaluation of
the prototype system. Descriptions ofdata format conversion capabilities, a detailed description ofthe
geographic processing algorithms, and a complete listing ofthe rulebase are included as appendiCes.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A192 990
Disposal of Chemical Munitions and Agents. Washington, DC: National Research Council,
Committee on Demilitarizing Chemical Munitions and Agents, 1984. 234p.
ABSTRACT- For more than halfa century, the United States has maintained a stockpile ofhighly toxic chemical
agents and munitions for possible use in a wartime situation. The United States maintains its stockpile
principally to deter other countries from using such munitions against U.S. forces. Four basic chemicals
are kept. These are the nerve agents VX; which is persistent in its effects, and sarin (GB), *which is
nonpersistent; the mustard agents H, HD, and HT, which are usually referred to simply as H; and the
hallucinogenic agent BZ. These chemical agents are stored at eight U.S. Army depots in the Continental
United States as well as on Johnston Atoll in the Pacific Ocean. The latter depot was not a part ofthis
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study. Each depot varies in size, in the type and number ofagents and munitions in storage, and in its
proximity to off-site civilian populations. Moreover, the agents are kept in a variety ofcontainers and
munitions--rockets, land mines, artillery and mortar shells, bombs and spray tanks, and bulk containers.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A148 584
Edwards, David C. Expendable Mine-Clearing Roller (ENSURE 202.1). Fort Belvoir, VA:
Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development, January 1972, 106p.
ABSTRACT: The report covers the development, testing, andfield use in South Viet Nam ofthe expendable, mine-
clearing roller. The data developed and the present status ofthe roller regarding type classification are
also discussed. The period oftime actually covered by this report is from September 1969 through August
1971 and, most specifically, is related to ENSURE 202.1. Appendices include an installation, operation,
and maintenance manualprepared by the contractor; the report ofthe contractor's field engineer while
serving as part ofthe NET team; and a statement ofthe operational suitability messagefrom USAR V. A
Final Evaluation Report dated 26 July 1971 is also included.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 737 723
Evaluation of Individual Demonstrator Performance at the Unexploded Ordnance
Advanced Technology Demonstration Program at Jefferson Proving Ground (phase
1). Report for August 1993-December 1994. Indian Head, MD: Naval Explosive
Ordnance Disposal Technology Center, Indian Head, March 1995. 194p.
ABSTRACT: The data contained in this report is a supplement to report SFfM-AEC-ET-CR-94120, "Unexploded
Ordnance Advanced Technology Demonstration Program at Jefferson Proving Ground (Phase f)." This
reportprovides a further analysis ofthe individual demonstrators and the performance oftheir systems
when used to detect, identify and/or remedy buried unexploded ordnance under realistic, controlled
conditions.
ACCESSION NUMBER AD-A295 074
Evaluation of the Locally Fabricated Belche Minesweep. Army Concept Team in Vietnam,
December 1968. lOp.
ABSTRACT: None available.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 850 760
Evans, Giles L., Jr. Evaluation of Minefield Clearing Devices. Fort Belvoir, VA: Engineer
Board, September 1945. 71p
ABSTRACT: None Available.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 156 854
Expert System to Help Assess Tactical Air Readiness and Capability. Phase 1 Report.
Washington, DC: Synergy, Inc., 30 May 1986. 97p. [See also Appendices, AD-A173 698
- AD-A173 700. Prepared in cooperation with Systems Research and Applications Corp.,
Arlington, VA.]
ABSTRACT- Being built is a demonstration expert system that allows users to ask questions in English about
major resources and their effects on U.S. tactical aircraft sorties in central Europe. The system will handle
two types ofquestions. The first are those that require understanding the request, knowing what data bases
(ifany) to search, searching those data bases, selecting the rightpiece ofinformation, andpresenting the
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answer to a user in a format he wants. The second type are those questions that require substantive
expertise and thinking to answer (i.e., those that require both an intelligent search for information and
expert analysis ofthat information). The demonstration system will answer questions drawing on 6 types of
information: 1) Characteristics ofu.s. tactical aircraft in Europe; 2) The specific missions those aircrafts
fly; 3) The number and type ofconventional munitions associated with u.s. tactical aircraft; 4) Availability
ofand POL requirements for u.s. tactical aircraft; 5) Aircrew stiltus and availability; and 6) Status and
descriptions of4 U.S. tactical airfields (Spangdahlem, Bitburg, Hahn, Ramstein).
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A173 697
Falls, Robert A. and Louis Mittelman. Forecasting of the Electromagnetic and Thermal
Properties of Soils by the Study of Their Climatological Environment. Final report.
September 1974-September 1977. Fort Belvoir, VA: Anny Mobility Equipment Research
and Development Command, September 1978. 104p.
ABSTRACT: For a number ofyears, efforts have been made to accumulate data on soil- particularly,
electromagnetic and thermal properties. The ultimate purpose being a better understanding ofthe
interaction ofland mine detectors and the soil. Conventionalfield and laboratory efforts, up to the present,
have not been able to develop sufficient confidence in estimating these properties over wide geographic
areas and seasons ofthe year. This report evaluates the efforts to develop an innovative technique utilizing
the available laboratory/field data with a climatological concept that estimates seasonal, soil-moisture
behavior. Once the yearly variation ofthe moisture is establishedfor an area, all other soil properties
related to moisture can be predicted. Currently, the probability ofsuccess using this predictive technique is
approaching 0.75.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A069 283
Filling Apparatuses, Chemical Land Mine. Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD: Anny Test and
Evaluation Command, February 1970. 24p.
ABSTRACT: This Engineering Test Procedure describes test methods and techniquesfor evaluating technical
performance and characteristics ofChemical Land Mine Filling Apparatuses. The evaluation is related to
criteria established by applicable Qualitative Materiel Requirements (QMR), Small Development
Requirements (SDR), Technical Characteristics (TC), or other appropriate design requirements and
specifications.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 868 257
Fitch, V.L., and L. Ledennan. Air-Sown Mines for the Massive Barrier. Research paper.
Alexandria, VA: Institute for Defense Analyses, Jason Division, May 67. 7p.
ABSTRACT: A discussion ofa series ofair-sown mines designed to complement the use ofgravel mines and to be
sown densely along wider trails and roads is presented. The basic design is a pencil-shaped, fin-stabilized
device which would be capable ofsoilpenetration to a predetermined depth, so that a plunger-activator
projectsjust slightly above the trail surface. The objective is to produce a system ofcheap, small devices
that would present a formidable barrier to infiltration and would be difficult to counter.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 383 442
Fitzsimmons, F. FASCOM Soldering Process Control Evaluation. Final report. Columbus
Labs., OR: Battelle, 31 December 1982. 18p.
ABSTRACT: Based upon observations ofthe manufacturingprocesses at Honeywell, Inc., New Brighton, MN and
Aerojet Corp., Downey, CA, the writerfeels that certain major activities must be performed to ensure
minimum risk and maximum reliability ofthefinished product. The recommendations contained in this
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report willpromo~similarity in FASCAMproducts. ADAM and RAAM are both delivered to target in
basically the same manner; both are expected to face the same stress conditions in storage and in use.
Therefore, there should be a single, unified standard ofworkmanship for FASCAMproducts.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-AI64 194
Fleischer, Peter. Evaluation and Selection of Test Sites for BURMMS. Technical note. NSTL
MS: Naval Ocean Research and Development Activity, January 1981. 26p.
ABSTRACT: This report develops a procedurefor selection, identification, and evaluation oftest sites to be used
in the development ofBURMMS (Buried Mine Minehunting System). Potential test sites are evaluated and
ranked by this procedure. Panama City, Florida, Norfolk, Virginia, and New Orleans, Louisiana, are
proposed as the primary BURMMS test sites. The site selection rationale is based on three categories of
test site attributes: (1) environmentalparameters ofthe bottom that influence mine burialprediction; (2)
physical setting at the test sites in which operations will be performed; and (3) logistical aspects of
utilizing the test sites.
REPORT NUMBER: NORDA-TN-90
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A098 907
Fleischer, Peter and Dawn L. Lavoie. Ground-Truth Area Selection and Characterization for
Mine Countermeasures Tactical Environmental Data System. Final report. Stennis
Space Center, MS: Naval Research Laboratory, Geoacoustics/Geotechnical Section, June
1996.107p.
ABSTRACT: Three candidate sites were selected that are suitable as analogs for a variety offorward areas for
Mine Countermeasures Tactical Environmental Data System development and testing. From an initial
evaluation of13 areas in U.S. waters andfrom comparison to certainforward areas, two sites (1) the
Mississippi GulfCoast/Chandeleur Island and (2) Key West, FL, and surrounding areas were chosen as
the most suitable ground-truth areas. A third site, offshore ofPanama City, FL, was added to take
advantage ofan ongoing research program, the Coastal Benthic Boundary Layer research program. For
each ofthe three ground-truth areas, the following is presented: (1) a summary ofsalient characteristics,
(2) a listing ofexisting data bases, and (3) an annotated bibliography.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A311 448
Gambiez, G. Should We Fear Mine Warfare. Study project. Carlisle Barracks, PA: Army War
College, 30 March 1989. 44p.
ABSTRACT- Mines are weapons. Thanks to the improvements allowed by electronics they become more and more
efficient and cost effective. On land as well as at sea, they would be widely used at theater level by all
belligerents in all types ofconflicts. Unfortunately improvements in mine countermeasures are more
difficult to realize and to use on thefield. The nations ofthefree world should increase their efforts in the
domain ofthose countermeasure systems, or they risk being thefirst victims ofthe increasing advances in
mines and mine delivery systems. The problem is as difficult as urgent.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A209 180
Garland, M.W. KHAFJI: A Combat Simulation. Master's thesis. Monterey, CA: Naval
Postgraduate School, September 1991. 137p.
ABSTRACT: This thesis presents a high resolution, discrete event driven combat simulation. This model was
developed to facilitate the analysis oftactical options available to a small unit (company/platoon)
commander using artillery and multiple lanes in overcoming a minefield obstacle. KHAFJI is a high
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fidelity combat simulation written in SIMSCRJPT 11.5 with SIMGRAPHICS 1. Employing user input
parameters which define a minefield scenario, the model geherates output which enables the user to
compare various tactical options available to maneuver commander in crossing a minefield. By using
menu driven input screens, the user has a choice ofmultiple crossing lanes, size ofcrossingforce,
distribution offorces upon crossing lanes, multiple mine belts, and use ofindirectfires against the
minefield. Using SIMGRAPHICS I software, KHAFJI displays the minefield and the unit as it crosses the
minefield. KHAFJI depicts each mine, each member ofthe crossing unit, and each impacting artillery
round. The graphics provided by KHAFJI allows the user to see the crossing as it unfolds, thereby,
reinforcing user confidence in the resultant data. When running multiple replications, graphics can be
turned offto speedprocessing. An example ofthe type ofanalysis that can be performed with KHAFJI is
presented in Chapter IV.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A245 170
Gavel, D.T. et al. Impulse Radar Array for Detecting Land Mines. Lawrence Livennore
National Laboratory, CA, 3 April 1995. 12p. [Symposium on Autonomous Vehicles in
Mine Countenneasures, Monterey, CA, 3-7 April 1995.]
ABSTRACT: The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory has developed radar and imaging technologies with
potential application in demining efforts. A patented wideband (impulse) radar that is very compact, very
low cost, and very low power, has been demonstrated in testfields to be able to detect and image
nonmetallic land mines buried in 2-10 em ofsoil. The scheme takes advantage ofthe very short radar
impulses and the ability to form a large synthetic aperture with many small individual units, to generate
high resolution 2-D or 3-D tomographic images ofthe mine and surrounding ground. Radar range
calculations predict that a vehicle-mounted or man-carriedsystem is quite feasible using this technology.
This paperpresents the results offield tests using a prototype unit and describes practical mine detection
system concepts. Predicted capabilities in terms ofstand-offrange and radiatedpower requirements are
discussed.
REPORT NUMBER: UCRLJC120550, CONF95041543
ACCESSION NUMBER: DE95-017847
Goodnight, Curtis J. Design and Evaluation ofMine and UXO Detectors for Autonomous
Mobile Robots. Master's thesis. Monterey, CA: Naval Postgraduate School, September
1996. 65p.
ABSTRACT: This studyfocuses on the development ofa light weight metal detector to be usedfor the purpose of
mine Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) detection. The detector was developed based upon a twin oscillator
design, and the peiformance ofthis design was tested with respect to·diameter ofthe sensing coil,
operatingfrequency, and the number ofturns ofthe sensing coil. The results ofthis study provide afield
tunable, light weight, low power mine UXO detector with significant range. The ability to equip a robot
with this device and send it into thefield willprove to be an invaluable asset to ongoing mine sweeping
operations.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A320 169
Graham, W.J. Focused Synthetic Microwave Array for Mine Detection and Imaging. Final
report. 3 June-3 December 1991. Bensalem, PA: Graham Research, 3 December 1991.
85p.
ABSTRACT: This reportpresents the results ofafeasibility study ofa proposedfocused synthetic rectangular
arrayfor microwave detection and imaging ofmines. The proposed techniques uses a bistatic antenna
system with transmitter and receiver located at the angles ofincidence and reflection, respectively ofthe
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radiation illuminating the ground. These angles are equal to the Brewster angle ofthe ground medium so
that ground reflections are minimizedfor vertical polarization. The transmit antenna has a broad beam
which illuminates thefield ofview on the ground. The receiver antenna is a horizontal line array, which
forms a rectangular synthetic array by theforward motion ofthe system. The results ofan analytical study
are presented, and experimental results are described which give high resolution three-dimensional images
ofvarious types ofburied anti-tank mines. A system designfor afocused rectangular synthetic countermine
array is also given. A design ofan experimental system for Phase II and a test plan is described.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A245 850
Granuzzo, J.P. Performance Oriented Packaging (POP) Testing Packaging for Ground
Emplaced Mines (i.e., M74, M75 and M79 Mines). Final report. DoD Performance
Oriented Packaging ofHazardous Materials, Washington, DC, 24 March 1994. 6p.
ABSTRACT- This report contains the tests performed and test results on the Ground. Emplaced Mines (i.e., M74,
M75 and M79 Mines) that are packed 40 mines per metal ammunition container lAWdrawing number
9243805 for Performance Oriented Packaging Certification.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A277 849
Graves, Steven M. Internetworking: Airborne Mine Countermeasures C4I Information
Systems. Master's thesis. Monterey, CA: Naval Postgraduate School, December 1996.
106p.
ABSTRACT: Airborne Mine Countermeasures (AMCM) Command Control Communication Computer and
Intelligence (C4l) baseline currently consists ofstand-alone tactical decision aids. Information such as
aircraft position, equipment status, and abbreviated mine-like contact reports cannot be transferred in any
form other than voicefrom/to the MH-53E helicopters while conducting Airborne Mine Countermeasures
operations. There are currently no methods to transfer sonar video or single-frame imagery ofmine-like
objects between any Mine Warfare (MlW) units in a near-real-time manner. Delays lasting several hours
arefrequently encountered before the results ofa 'rapid reconnaissance' airborne mine-hunting mission
are made available to the rest ofthefleet and/or MIW community. In order to improve command and
control, the AMCMMine Warfare community must integrate all ofits C41 assets onto a tactical internet.
This thesis presents a tactical internetfor AMCMwith an open, standards-based modular architecture. It is
based on the TCP/lP network model using common protocols and interfaces. Command and control will
significantly improve as this network will provide a methodology to transfer critical information between
AMCM C41 assets and tactical networks world-wide.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A328 259
Gravitte, Dwight L. and Charles N. Johnson, Jr. Seasonal Moisture-Temperature
Distributions in Mined Podzolic Soil. Researchreport, August 1962-June 1963. Fort
Belvoir, VA: Army Engineer Research and Development Laboratories, June 1965. 68p.
ABSTRACT: This investigation is part ofa continuing study ofsoil moisture-temperature properties and
phenomena significant to the detection ofburied mines and explosives. The report concludes: In a heavy
clay podzolic soil in a midlatitude humid zone: (1) The moisture distribution in the soil around a mine
differs from that in undisturbed soil. In the soil above the mine, there is normally a moisture deficiency,
except during conditions ofsaturation. (2) During late spring, summer, and earlyfall, and when the
moisture content approaches saturation, the temperatures in the soil above the mine and in undisturbed
soil at the same depth are generally about the same, day or night. When the moisture content ofthe soil
above the mine is lower than in undisturbed soil at the same depth, the temperature ofthe soil above the
mine rises more rapidly during daylight hours than in undisturbed soils at the same depth, reaching a
higherpeak temperature than undisturbed soil in the early afternoon. During night hours, the soil above
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the mine cools more rapidly and may drop to a lower temperature than will undisturbed soil at the same
depth. (3) When the soil moisture contttht approaches saturation during late fall, winter, and early spring
conditions, the temperatures are about the same or lower in the soil above the mine relative to undisturbed
soil at the same depth.
REPORT NUMBER: AERDL-1809
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 466 168
Griffith, Douglas and Yuji Morita. MIDURA (Minefield Detection Using Reconnaissance
Assets) 1982-1983 Experimental Test Plan. Technical report. Ann Arbor, MI:
Environmental Research Institute ofMichigan, April 1982. 72p.
ABSTRACT: This report is an experimental test plan, designedfor use in exploring the utility ofexisting assets to
detect the presence ofboth surface-laid and buried anti-tank mines and minefields and to aid in designing
and specifyingfuture minefield detection systems. Flights are to be made by the Oregon National Guard
OV-ID's using the AN/AAS-24 infrared scanner and KA-76 camera for a period ofa year over a minefield
array at Camp Adair, Oregon. Otherflights are to be made by the OV-ID's and Idaho Air National Guard
RF-4's (AN/AAD-5 infrared scanner and the KS-87 camera) over selected areas representing other
environments such as snow conditions and semi-arid and agricultural lands. Flight schedules are arranged
to match a matrix ofparameter levels, parameters such as time ofday, flight altitudes, mine type, weather
conditions, etc. Instrumentation requiredfor measuring the several variables andfor calibrating the
sensors are specified. Data obtained in the tests are to be usedfor assessing image interpreter
performance, for validating, revising and/or generating system models andfor adding information to a
minefield detection data base. A description ofthe image interpreter evaluation test to be conducted in
given.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A172 410
Groot, J.S. and Y.H. Janssen. Remote Land Mine (Field) Detection: An Overview of
Techniques. Physics and Electronics Laboratory RVO-TNO, The Hague (Netherlands),
September 1994. 52p.
ABSTRACT: A near real time land mine (field) detection system is essentialfor military commanders to enable
them to circumvent the mines, or to allocate/employ mine neutralizationlbreaching assist to clear a safe
route through a minefield. Basic principles and strengths and weaknesses ofsuch a system with visual,
near infrared, midwave infrared, longwave infrared, microwave radiometric and radar sensors are
presented. Recommendations for a vehicle mounted multi-sensor demonstrator system are given since the
Genie expressed its interest in such a system, it is cheaper than an aircraft mounted system and because
sensorfusion can be tested and applied relatively easy on such a system. Promising techniquesfor a
vehicle mounted detection system are: (1) passive and active infrared imaging, (2) microwave radiometry,
(3) passive and active visual and near infrared wavelength discrimination, (4) radar ground and
vegetation penetration. Proposed steps in the development ofa vehicle mounted mine detection
demonstration system are a feasibility study, tower measurements and design, construction and testing of
the demonstrator.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A288 635
INTERNET http://www.dtic.milldtic/review/a288635.pdf
Ground Penetrating Radar for Ordnance Contaminated Site Restoration. Indian Head,MD:
Naval Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technology Center, March 1995. 348p.
ABSTRACT· The main purpose ofthis document is to apply groundpenetrating radar (GPR) technology to the
problem oflocating and identifying buried ordnance at military sites. The emphasis ofthe research applied
GPR technology to an airborne system that will allow very large parcels ofland to be processed. This
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contract represents one portion ofan overall u.s Government program to clearformer and present
military ordnance ranges ofall unexploded ordnance and other buried devices that pose a threat to the
public.
ACCESSION NUMBER AD-A295 153
Guadagno, J., et al. Radiation Protection Safety Protocol for Industrial X-Ray Backscatter
Radiography Experiments. Final report. Fort Belvoir, VA: Army Belvoir Research
Development and Engineering Center, November 1990. 3Op.
ABSTRACT- Scattered radiation has been used in medical and engineering applications to determine properties
andform images or irradiated objects. Scattered radiation is ideally suited to the geometry ofmine
detection which depends upon differences between the number ofphotons scatteredfrom mines and soil to
produce an image as opposed to conventional radiography which uses the transmission ofphotons through
an irradiated object to produce an image. Mine detection through backscatter radiation measures the
amount ofradiation that is backscatteredfrom the ground to a NaI detector which is mounted next to the
x-ray source. To generate sufficient backscatter radiation to image buried land mines, an industrial x-ray
unit must be operated continuously at or above 150 k Vp for 2 to 3 hours. Operating an industrial x-ray
unit at this level and duration for the purpose ofmine detection requires a complete radiological review of
both the exposure room and the x-ray unit itself. (JS)
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A229 740
Gupta, A.D. Structural Analysis of a Mine with Two Viscoelastic Explosive Fills. Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD: Army Armament Research and Development Command, Ballistic
Research Laboratory, February 1983. 25p. [This article is from 'Transactions of the
Conference ofArmy Mathematicians (28th) Held at Bethesda, Maryland on 28-30 June
1982,' AD-A128 683.]
ABSTRACT: The structural response ofa Soviet TM-46 land mine with two viscoelastic explosive fills subjected
to an externally appliedpressure wave has been analyzed with the ADINA finite element code. The main
charge consists of5.72 kg TNT while the booster charge in thefuze contains.04 kg Tetryl in the fuze well.
The finite element model ofthe mine uses the axisymmetric two-dimensional mesh configuration with a
rigid base support boundary condition. Both implicit and explicit time integration schemes have been used
for this analysis.
Haas, Gary A. et al. An Unmanned Ground Vehicle for Mine Detection: Systems Integration
Issues and Recommendations. Final report. Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD: Army
Research Laboratory, March 1997. 43p.
ABSTRACT: The U.S. Army Research Laboratory performed a series ofpilot studiesfor the Countermine
Division at the Night Vision and Electronic Sensors Directorate concerning how a mine detection sensor
suite might be implemented on a teleoperated unmanned ground vehicle (UGV). The studies addressedfive
areas: mobility, human factors, radio communications, the use ofinfrared cameras for remote driving, and
options for attaching the sensor array to the UGv. This report describes the proposed countermine system,
the issues identified by the studies, and recommendations concerning how such a system might be
implemented.
REPORT NUMBER: ARL-TR-1256
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A324 035
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Haas, Gary A., Phillip David, and Bailey T. Haug. Target Acquisition and Engagement from
an Unmanned Ground Vehicle: tHe Robotics Test Bed of Demo 1. Final report.
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD: Anny Research Laboratory, March 1996. 69p.
ABSTRACT: The capability ofrobotic technology to perform dangerous military missions without exposing
troops to hazard has been ofsignificant interest to the U.S. Army. Much ofthis interest has focused on
unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs). Perceived benefits includeforce multiplication, reduction ofmilitary
hazard, and operation in nuclearlbiologicallchemical environments. UGVs have been discussedfor a
number ofmissions, including antitank, mine neutralization, physical security, smoke generation, scout,
sentry,forward observer, and others. This report describes and discusses one ofthefirst military UGVs,
the robotics test bed (RTB). The RTB is a teleoperated vehicle with on-board automatic target acquisition
system and turret-mounted weapon surrogate. The perspective ofthis report is primarily on robotic target
engagement, with other aspects ofthe program and equipment being covered as context. The history ofthe
program provides contextfor system design. Major subsystems ofthe vehicle are described, with detailed
description ofthe target acquisition and engagement subsystems. A description ofthe use ofthe system in a
recent demonstration ofthe capabilities ofmilitary robotics illustrates how such a system might be used in
warfighting. Issues in robotic target engagement are discussed andfurther work is proposed.
REPORT NUMBER: ARL-TR-I063
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A308 459
Habennan, J. R. Prediction ofTarget Casualties from Minefield Penetration Using Markov
Processes. Technical publication. China Lake, CA: Naval Weapons Center, May 1971.
158p.
ABSTRACT: The theory ofMarkov processes, a branch ofprobability theory, is used in this publication for the
prediction oftarget casualties resultingfrom minefieldpenetration by unfriendlyforces. The mathematical
models an computerprogramming in this report are validfor a wide range ofapplications. The computer
programs in this publication calculate the probability densityfunction for the number oftargets surviving a
breach attempt; also the mean number ofsurviving targets is calculated. For specialized applications these
programs can be used to the greatest advantage by altering them slightly to yield the type ofoutput
needed.
REPORT NUMBER: NWC-TP-5121
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 886 548
Hanson, J.V. et a1. Mine Detection in Dry Soils Using Radar. Fort Belvoir, VA: Anny
Topographic Engineering Center, 17 March 1992. 16p.
ABSTRACT: The detectio~ ofmines and subsurface ordnance continues to present a challenging problem for both
the Army and U.S. Marine Corps. An initiative was launched by the Army's Topographic Engineering
Center (TEC) to determine thefeasibility ofusing penetrating radars to detect subsurface objects in very
dry soils. A test site was selected at Twenty-nine Palms, CA, and soil samples were collected and analyzed.
The soils were very dry, containing on average less than 2 percent moisture, and consist mainly offine
sand with some gravel. An analysis ofsoils collected in the Middle East showed they were sufficiently
comparablefor the demonstration. A minefield test site was constructed reflecting known doctrine and
combat engineering practices. Metallic and nonmetallic mines were emplaced on the surface and at
varying depths. Corner reflectors were placed around the test site, both on the surface as well as
underground. Overflights were conducted utilizing X-, C- and L- band radars. ground-penetrating radar,
arid regions, mines, minefields, synthetic aperture radar (SAR).
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A254 259
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Hartmann,Gregory K. Mine Warfare History and Technology. Silver Springs, MD: Naval
Surface Weapons, Center, White Oak Laboratory, July 1975. 43p.
ABSTRACT: The history ofmine warfare is traced. Technological advances applied to mine development and use
have demonstrated an increasing effectiveness at modest cost. The effficacy ofmines, iffully exploited,
should have an important deterrent effect on conventional wars.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-AOI7 318
Healey, Anthony J., and William T. Webber. Sensors for the Detection ofLand-Based
Munitions. Technical report. Monterey, CA: Naval Postgraduate School, Dept. of
Mechanical Engineering, 18 September 1995. 29p.
ABSTRACT- This report provides a summary ofcurrent land based munition detection sensor development.
Sensors are categorized based upon the principle oftheir operation: electromagnetic, conductive,
mechanical, optical, acoustic, and chemical. Each category is subdivided into particular operational
sensor types. Theory ofoperation for each particular sensor type is provided, as well as a discussion of
advantages and disadvantages ofeach. A discussion ofsensorperformance is included. The final section of
the report is a survey ofcommercially available munition detection sensors along with comments
concerning their performance.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-AJOO 930
INTERNET http://www.dtic.milldtic/review/aJ00930.pdf
Heberlein, David C. Hardening of Countermine Structures. Fort Belvoir, VA: Army Mobility
Equipment Research and Development Command, June 1978. 15p.
ABSTRACT: Mines have long been recognized and used as effective barriers to retard or restrict the advance of
enemyforces. Mines contain a sensorfor target acquisition and an explosive kill mechanism that is
directed towards a vulnerable area ofan acceptable target. Mine explosive kill mechanisms include blast
damage to armored vehicle tracks, wheels and suspension systems, shrapnel damage to personnel or non-
armored vehicles, and shape charge damage to the 'belly' ofarmored vehicles. Mine terminal effects can
be defeated through the use ofhigh strength, light weight composite materials. Vehicle components and
countermine structures can be madefrom composite materials that will retain theirfunctionality after
being exposed to blast loading or high velocityfragments. Although these components are damaged by the
mine, the retention offunctionality permits the completion ofmission. It is in this sense that vehicles and
countermine structures are hardened against mine blast and shrapnel damage.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A056 445
Held, M. Anti Tank Mines. Messerschmitt-Boelkow-Blohm G.m.b.H., Munich (Gennany,
F.R.). Infonnation und Dokumentati, 1984. 21p. [International Seminar on Defence
Technology, Rawalpindi (pakistan), 28 November 1984.]
ABSTRACT: According to the method ofdeployment and to the mechanism ofperformance types ofanti-Tank
mines are reviewed. There is given an overview about 3 generations ofmines. According to the mode of
action and to the principle offunction the mines are classified. Examples ofmodern anti-tank mines and
pictures are presented.
ACCESSION NUMBER: TmB8680835
Huat, Lim C. Experimental Investigation of a High Resolution Sonar. Master's thesis.
Monterey, CA: Naval Postgraduate School, March 1996. 91p.
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ABSTRACT: This thesis investigated a laboratory synthetic aperture sonar designed to test the algorithms and
techniques needed to detect, classify cihdiaentify minelike objects. Previous synthetic aperture sonar work
at NPS achieved 5 cm range resolution and 1 cm azimuth resolution. This thesis developed a pulsed,
frequency modulated, synthetic aperture sonar that achieved range and azimuth resolutions ofabout 1 cm.
The processed images clearly reveal targets with a high degree ofcertainty. However, the ability to classify
and identify mines and rocks is less certain because ofspeckle and glint effects. The high resolution
algorithms improved the detection and overall image quality oftargets, and achieved a signal to noise
ratio of35 dB. The 2:1 frequency spread ofthe PM chirp increased the signal to noise ratio by 20 dB
compared to an unfocused synthetic aperture system. However, a significantfinding is that resolution
alone is not sufficient to classify and identify minelike targets in complex backgrounds. Resolution ofthis
problem will require a different approach such as utilizing adaptive acoustic daylight to avoid the speckle
and glint problems inherent with coherent illumination. To achieve a classification and identification
capability, a completely different approach to acoustic illumination and signalprocessing is needed.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-AJ08 086
Hudler, Dennis W. and Kennit O. Taylor. Remote Controlled Vehicle Mounted Minefield
Detector System. Final report. February-August 1982. Dallas, TX: Standard Mfg., Co.,
November 1982. 123p.
ABSTRACT The purpose ofthis study was to determine thefeasibility and optimum design conceptfor a remotely
controlled ground vehicle to locate mines and minefields. Evaluation was to be based on current
technology, equipment and mission considerations, and threat assessment. The envisioned vehicle
utilization indicated the needfor a lightweight, highly maneuverable vehicle equipped with radio controls,
television monitor, minefield marking device, and a very good detection system. These features are
necessary to insure system survival, reliable operation, andprovide standoffdistance for operator safety.
Addition ofother equipment is also envisionedfor use on specialpurpose missions, thereby increasing
system utility and value. All these pieces ofequipment exist and can be operated using a remote control
system. Vehicle mobility, maintainability, and costfactors indicate that the optimum vehicle configuration
be a 6-wheeled all terrain unit utilizing hydrostatic drive and skid steering. Vehicle will be powered by a
diesel enginefor maintenance, efficiency, and logistical interface with current Army units. These systems
are also readily adapted to remote control applications.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A122 001
Humanitarian Demining Equipment Catalog. Taming the Demon ••. Solving the Global
Problem of Uncleared Landmines and Unexploded Ordnance. Interagency Working
Group on Humanitarian Demining, 1997. 63p.
ABSTRACT: Since the mid 19th centUry, landmines have been an important andprolific weapon ofwar.
Although a long-standing and acceptedpart ofwaifare between militaryforces, world events have evolved
to an era where innocent civilians are now the primary victims oflandmines. The proliferation of
landmines throughout the world is the most significant cause ofthe high number ofcivilian casualties.
They are a prominent weapon in these regions because they are so effective, yet so inexpensive and easyto
make. Landmines arefrightening residual weapons ofwar that retard resettlement and economic renewal.
This menace denies access to roadways and other lines ofcommunication, villages and urban areas,
agriculturalfields and other rural areas long after the declaration ofpeace. Their numbers and the
devastation they exact are staggering. When published in early 1995, the Department ofState report
Hidden Killers, the Global Landmine Crisis estimated that some 85-110 million mines in 62 countries
maim and kill approximately 26,000 people a year. The problem is most acute in underdeveloped nations
already ravaged by conflict and lacking the resources and the infrastructure needed to deal with their
landmine problems. The removal and destruction ofallforms ofdangerous battlefield debris, particularly
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land mines and other unexploded ordnance (UXO) are vitalpre-requisites for a country to recoverfrom
the aftermath ofa war.
ACCESSION NUMBER:AD-A328 869
Iberall, A., S. Cardon, and A. Schindler. Application of Cybernetics to Decision Making for
Pattern Generation Displays. Report for 1 July-28 September 1973. Darby, PA:
General Technical Services, Inc., September 1973. 45p.
ABSTRACT: The purpose ofthe study was to learn what methodology cybernetics might have to offer mine
detection. Namely, given a variety ofsensor inputs from the changing images ofa minefield being
scanned, how might one augment the character ofa display system in a cybernetic sense so as to enhance
the capability ofa man to detect mines. The report provides both a survey ofpertinent cybernetic literature
and an outline ofrelevant cybernetic principles drawn from the contractor's expertise in this field.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 767 318
Inselmann, Edmund H. The Generalized Zacks Model. Fort Leavenworth, KS: Anny
Combined Anns Combat Developments Activity, September 1977. 12p. See also AD-
A026218.
ABSTRACT: This paper generaliz.es the Zacks modelfor minefield crossings. Zacks computes in his model the
probability ofthe Nth vehicle crossing a minefield and also the distribution ofthe number ofvehicles
crossing thefield. Zacks' computations are made under the assumptions that all the vehicles are ofthe
same type and only one kind ofmine is present in thefield. This paper removes both these restrictions.
REPORT NUMBER: CACDA-TP-12-77
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A046 958
Isbell, Richard A. Evaluation of Remotely Operated Mine Detector. Anny Concept Team in
Vietnam. October 1969. lOp.
ABSTRACT: The Army Concept Team in Vietnam evaluated the Remotely Operated Mine Detector to determine
the effectiveness, suitability and, ifappropriate, a basis ofissue. The evaluation started on 12 May 1969
and continued through 21 July 1969. Thefour Remotely Operated Mine Detectors were used on mine
sweeping operations ofmain supply routes.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 861 954
Jacobs,P. A. A Model for the Defense of a Mine Field. Technical report. Monterey, CA: Naval
Postgraduate School, December 1979. 18p.
ABSTRACT: This paperpresents and analyzes a simple stochastic modelfor defense against an attackingforce of
tanks; the defense is made up ofa minefield and a single defending tank. The approach ofthe paper makes
use ofclassical appliedprobability notions and techniques and explicit algebraic solutions are derived that
can easily yield numerical results and hence interpretable insights into the value ofvarious tactics.
REPORT NUMBER: NPS55-79-032
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A081 609
Jakosky, John J., Jr. and John J. Jakosky. Method and Means for Predicting Contents of
Containers. Patent. Washington, DC: Department ofthe Navy, March 1980. 8p.
ABSTRACT: A methodfor detecting and differentiating between containers ofsubmergedjunk and explosive-
filled mines in demolition operations, comprising the steps ofsubjecting an unknown submerged container
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under surveillance to a gamma radiation source, traversing said submerged container with said source
along a standard diagnostic path, detecting the changes in intensity ofthe radiation penetrating the
submerged container, and recording the variations ofintensity ofsaid radiation penetrating the submerged
container along saidpath to obtain a density signature ofsaid submerged container.
REPORT NUMBER: PATENT 4,259,577 .
Janzon, B. International Workshop of Technical Experts on Ordnance Recovery and
Disposal in the Framework of International Demining Operations. Held in
Stockholm, Sweden on June 8-10, 1994. Foersvarets Forskningsanstalt, Stockholm
(Sweden). Dept. ofWeapons and Protection, September 1994. 46p.
ABSTRACT· The Workshop was arranged by FOA, the National Defence Research Establishment ofSweden, as a
result ofdiscussions with the United Nation's Under-Secretary General for Human Affairs, with the UN
Coordinatorfor Demining Operations, and with the Government ofSweden. The purpose ofthis workshop
was to be a forum for the exchange ofinformation, identification ofproblems andpossible means of
solving them, and specification ofprinciple requirements on new systems and methods, within the general
areas ofmine and other ordnance detection, recovery and disposal, particularly in connection with
demining operations.
ACCESSION NUMBER: PB95-222907
Jenkins, T. F., et al. Detection ofCyclohexanone in the Atmosphere Above Emplaced
Antitank Mines. Special report. Hanover, NH: Cold Regions Research and Engineering
Laboratory, April 1974. 2Op.
ABSTRACT: Atmospheric samples were taken at the soil surface abovefield-emplaced M-15 and M-19 antitank
mines and military explosive Composition-B. These samples were analyzed to determine iftrace chemicals
generated by the explosive material are detectable. Cyclohexanone was positively identified and is
attributable to the explosive. Calculations were made, based on the amount ofcyclohexanone found, to
approximate its flux rate through the surface.
REPORT NUMBER: CRREL-SR-203
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 778 741
JessI, P. and W. Koeppel. Development of Environmental Support on Mine Detection
Techniques. Special report. no. 1, June-July 1983. Battelle-Inst. e.V., Frankfurt am Main
(Germany, F.R.), July 1983. 17p.
ABSTRACT- Terrainfactor maps have been establishedfor the following data: land-use (basic information);
crop type; crop/vegetation height; and crop/vegetation condition. A continuousflight line map at the scale
1:2.500 (600'flight height) plus single overlays (M=1:500, 300'flight height) were prepared in detail. As
the meteorological data and also interviews clearly indicate, 1982 had extremely dry summer conditions.
Thus, all beef-raising crops (pastures, rape, etc.) and also truck crops yielded quite good crops. It was
sometimes difficult to identify characteristic differences between beef-raising crops and meadows/pastures
because ofthe extremely poor crop conditions ofthese areas (which resulted in untypical colours and
textures).
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A132 761
Johnson, Charles N. and Dwight L. Gravitte. Microwave Radiometric Studies in Relation to
Mine Detection. Fort Belvoir, VA: Army Engineer Research and Development
Laboratories, November 1966. 89p.
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ABSTRACT: Field investigations over clay-type soils ofthe Fort Belvoir area indicated that microwave
radiometry is highly unsuitablefor mine detection for thefollowing reasons: (1) Numerous strong and
highly variable radiation signals from soils almost completely mask mine detection signals even under the
mostfavorable summer conditions. (During moist soil and thermally neutral conditions which prevail
during much ofthe spring, fall, and winter, detection peiformance can be expected to deteriorate even
more.) (2) Microwave radiation originates in upper 2 in. to 4 in. ofsoil ofmoderate moisture content (13 to
20 percent) because ofsoil attenuation. When soil moisture approaches saturation conditions (30 to 40
percent), emitted radiation is confined to suiface. (3) Strong similarity exists between thermal responses of
microwave radiometer and typical infrared detector to mine signals. Infrared detector offers greater
potentialpromise because ofimage-forming capability obtainable with high inherent resolution ofinfrared
compared to microwavefrequencies.
REPORT NUMBER: AERDL-1875
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 646 730
Johnson, J.H., et al. Oxalate Ester Chemiluminescence, Improved Low Temperature
Formulations. Final technical report. July 1983-September 1984. China Lake, CA:
Naval Weapons Center.
ABSTRACT: The objective ofthe program was to develop and test new chemiluminescentformulations which
were usable at lower temperatures than the systems currently in use. The visibility requirements included a
minimum visual range of10 meters for 30 minutes at -25 degrees F or lower. The oxalate ester-hydrogen
peroxide chemiluminescent system was used. A series ofnewformulations were developed which offer
reduced temperature sensitivity in a variety ofcolors. The formulations were tested at Ft. Greely, Alaska,
where the program objectives were met and exceeded. (Mine clearance).
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A157 899
Johnson, John V., et al. Project Ostrich, A Feasibility Study: Detecting Buried Mines in Dry
Soils Using Synthetic Aperture Radar. Technical Report, September 1990-May 1993.
Fort Belvoir, VA: Army Topographic Engineering Center, September 1993. 108p.
ABSTRACT· Metallic and nonmetallic mines were utilized to construct a minefield in arid soil at Twenty-nine
Palms, California to assess the extent to which long-wavelength radar could be used to detect buried mines
by remote sensing. Suiface and subsuiface mines were placed in accordance with known enemy doctrine,
and the site was imaged with X_J C_ and L-band radarfrom a Navy P-3 aircraft. This report describes the
construction andphysical characteristics ofthe test sites, andpresents and discusses the results ofimagery
analysis.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A274 141
Kemp, Maryland D. Survey of Bioluminescence Research Pertinent to Explosives Detection.
Technical report. June 1970-June 1975. Fort Belvoir, VA: Anny Mobility Equipment
Research and Development Command, November 1976. 66p.
ABSTRACT: Bioluminescence has been offered as a means ofdetection for mines. In this instance, luminous
microbiological specimens when exposed to explosives vapors characteristic ofmines would change light
levels, sometimes increasing light intensity and sometimes decreasing light intensity. The amount ofchange
related to the concentration ofthe vapors present. This reportpresents a literature review ofaspects of
bioluminescence pertinent to explosives detection including the origins ofthe bioluminescentproperty, its
generation, growth, and the effects ofenvironmentalparameters such as temperature, pressure, pH, and
previous history. The structure ofthe bioluminescent species is discussed including theform contributory
to the bioluminescent phenomenon; spectroscopic and chemical observations are included. An appendix
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detailing MERADCOM's efforts in bioluminescentdetection is included which illustrates the sensitivity and
specificity ofthe specific micro-orgalff!tms developedfor TNT vapor detection. The responses to various
chemicals both like and unlike TNT and ways and means ofincreasing the sensitivity and specificity were
part ofthe MERADCOM efforts. The cost ofthe MERADCOM effortfrom 1970 to 1974 included.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A047275
Kieft, L.J., and D.L. Bowman. Sensitivity Evaluation ofM15 and Analog Mines. Final report.
October 1989-June 1990. Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD: Army Ballistic Research
Laboratory, September 1990. 27p.
ABSTRACT: This study analyzes the explosive destruction or deactivation ofland mines. Computer modeling was
used extensively to calculate andpredict mine initiation. In order to facilitate comparisons between
modelingpredictions and experimental data, mine analogs were made. These analogs were intended to
represent actual mines in their sensitivity to initiation by explosive countermeasures. In reality, the analog
mines were found to be somewhat more sensitive than had been predicted by computer modeling, and thus
might not accurately represent the MI5 mine. To determine the reasons for this discrepancy in sensitivity,
four analog mines and one MI5 mine were sawed open and their contents analyzed. It wasfound that there
are definite physical differences between the analog mines and the MI5 which could accountfor this
sensitivity difference. The differences are metal thickness, void structure, inteifacial voids, and variations
except void structure were in the direction ofcausing an increase in sensitivity ofthe analog mines as
compared with that ofthe MI5 mine.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A226 489
Kimmitt, M.T. Rethinking FASCAM (Family of Scatterable Mines) Principles for the Use of
Artillery Delivered Mines. Fort Leavenworth, KS: Army.Command and General Staff
College, School ofAdvanced.Military Studies, 18 November 1988. 65p.
ABSTRACT: This monograph addresses existing shortcomings in the principles for employment ofscatterable
and remotely delivered mines. Such mines, part ofan overall revolution in the conduct ofland mine
waifare, are an integral component ofthe deep, close and rear battlefields. Yet, the doctrine and principles
ofthese mines has not kept pace with the advances in land mine technology. One area in which this is
abundantly clear is in the use ofField Artillery weapon systems to deliver scatterable mines. While the
Field Artillery has made great advances in the development and integration ofsuch systems as precision
guided munitions and advanced artillery data technology, the RAAM (Remote Anti-Armor Mine) and
ADAM (Area Denial Artillery Munition) systems lack adequate doctrine andprinciples to fully exploit their
potential on the battlefield. In schoolhouse exercises, and FTX's worldwide, the lack ofsuch doctrine is
reflected in ad hoc, highly personal approaches to FASCAM (Family ofScatterable Mines) employment.
While the lack ofany wartime testing ofthese systems precludes definitive doctrine on the subject, most
often these systems are employed withoutfully understanding their potential or shortcomings. The author
argues for the development ofthorough and consistent doctrine for the use ofartillery scatterable mines.
As one component in a 'Triad' ofdelivery systems, the artillery may be the most responsive andflexible leg
ofthat triad, but it is also the most vulnerable.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A210 973
King, A.B. External Configuration of an Air Droppable Land Mine. EI Segundo, CA:
Douglas Aircraft, Co., January 1953.
ABSTRACT: None available.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 129981
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King, A.B. and L.E. Sattler. Wind Tunnel Tests on an Air Droppable Land Mine. EI
Segundo, CA: Douglas Aircraft, Co., January 1953.
ABSTRACT: None available.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 129 982
KOljack, T.A. Two-Dimensional Finite Difference Time Domain (FD-TD) Model of
Electromagnetic (EM) Scattering From a Buried Rectangular Object. Final report.
June 1993-June 1994. Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD: Anny Research Laboratory,
February 1995. 36p.
ABSTRACT: A two-dimensional transverse-magnetic (TM) electromagnetic (EM) scatteringproblem from buried
dielectric objects due to a Gaussian pulse is numerically solved using the Finite Difference Time Domain
(FD-TD) method with absorbing boundary conditions via Maxwell's equations. The scatterers are
rectangular cross sections in a multilayer media; the Gaussian pulse is reflected into a lossy earth by a
finite, 450 plate that is part ofthe detector that receives the EM signal. Spatial distributions ofelectric field
components are calculated over timefor single and multiple land scatterers (mines). The scatteredfields
gradually diminish with time and are then eventually dissipated. Carpet plots are illustrated to depict the
spatial distributions ofthe scatteredfield component at comparative time steps for one, two, and three
distinct scatterers or land mines within the lossy media. Results clearly illustrate the typical wave patterns
expected under the simulated conditions as presented in this report - i.e., conductivity (s) for the air is 0,
conductivity for the earth is 0.01, conductivityfor the grass is 0.005, and conductivityfor the mines are 0,
0.02, and 0.008; permeability values rangedfrom 1 for air, 9 for earth, 5.5 for grass, and 2.3, 5.6, and
23.0for the mines, respectively. Numerical analysis indicates that the difference ofscattered signals
between single and multiple scatterers are considerably obvious from the point ofview ofboth time domain
andfrequency domain. (AN).
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A293 685
Kovel, Steven, and John Brand. Research Support for the Depth and Simultaneous Attack
Battle Laboratory. Final report. January-December 1994. Adelphi, MD: Anny Research
Laboratory, January 1995. 68p.
ABSTRACT: We performed an assessment ofthe 6.1/6.2 sensor technology programs that supportfour ofthe
operational capability requirements (OCRs) related to real-time targeting,jormulated by the Depth and
Simultaneous Attack Battle Lab. The assessmentfocused on (1) how the research programs support the
OCRs and (2) which research programs are required to support each OCR. Four programs werefound to
have the greatest potentialfor supporting the OCRs: Automatic Target Detection-Recognition-
Identification, Radar Sensor and Signature Research, Smart Mines Sensor System, and Ultra-Wideband
Foliage-Penetrating Synthetic Aperture Radar. These programs were selected based on the information
generated by these sensor technologies. In addition, we identified the needfor realistic war game
simulations that incorporate these sensorprogram concepts, in order to quantitatively evaluate the
concepts. In assessing the support required by the OCRs, wefound that automatic target recognition was
least mature link, and we recommend that the greatest effort be in developing this technology. Finally, we
found that the battlefield damage assessment OCR requires a clearer definition before a technology
assessment can be performed.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A289 874
Lastnik, Abraham L. A History of the Development of an Armor Ensemble for Mine
Clearance Personnel. Technical report. Anny Natick Laboratories, MA: Clothing and
Personal Life Laboratory, October 1970. 4Op.
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ABSTRACT: Mine clearance teams have always tried to adapt available armor clothing to their operations with
varying degrees ofsuccess. The report [$ concerned with the history ofthe development ofa full body
coverage armorfor mine clearance personnel to satisfy military requirements. Discussions are concerned
with the hazards ofmine clearance vulnerable body areas, operational concepts, design, protective
characteristics andfabrication ofthe ensemble, and its evaluation. A summary ofrecent armor material
developments and typical applications is included. These materials may be applied to anyfuture concepts
for full body armor.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 729 353
Lawson, A. and Yuji Morita. A Characterization ofWest German Terrain and Land Use in
Connection with Minefield Detection. Ann Arbor, MI: Environmental Research
Institute ofMichigan, Radar and Optics Division, August 1980. 49p.
ABSTRACT: This report is intended to provide an overview ofterrain and land usefeatures in West Germany
with the intent ofgenerally delineating and characterizing in a gross sense areas which logically could be
usedfor the emplacement ofanti-vehicular minefields. The primary invasion routes from the east, the
Northern German Plain, the Fulda Gap and the Hof-Nurnberg Corridor, are described and typical tank-
trafficable areas suitable for minefield employment are selected. These typical areas are analyzed in terms
ofland use, vegetation, and surface geometry. This analysis is particularly oriented to the development of
parameters useful in determining the detectability ofminefields by remote sensor systems.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A092 681
Lehowicz, L.G., et al. Analysis of Scatterable Mine Doctrine. Study project. Carlisle Barracks,
PA: Anny War College, 2 June 1983. 73p.
ABSTRACT: This study summarizes the capabilities, strengths, and limitations ofscatterable mine systems;
analyzes the doctrine concerning scatterable mine battlefield employment, command, and control;
establishes some proposed guidelines for the employment ofscatterable mines in support ofa main battle
area defense against a SovietlWarsaw Pact attack into Western Europe; andprovides some broad
conclusions on the integration ofscatterable mines onto the modern battlefield. Scatterable mines offer the
Army and Air Force a powerful means to counter the battlefield mobility ofany potential armored or
mechanized enemy. However, the maneuver doctrine described in the Airland Battle concept reinforces the
requirement to preserve thefull freedom ofmovementfor friendly forces. A balance must be struck between
these two competing demands. That balance can be attained by viewing scatterable mines as several
distinct munitions, which are emplaced by different delivery systems and have unique strengths and
wealmess.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A131 659
Lester, Craig. Protection ofLight Skinned Vehicles Against Landmines - A Review.
Canberra, Australia: Defence Science and Technology Organisation, June 1997. 33p.
ABSTRACT: The Australian Army currentlyfields Landrover vehicles, Unimog troop transports and Mack trucks
that do not include anyform ofarmour protection, known generically as Class B' vehicles. This document
is a review and summary ofthe state-of-the-art in protection ofthis family ofvehicles against the threat
from landmines. The approach taken has been to focus on the experience ofRhodesia (now Zimbabwe) and
South Africa, primarily during the Rhodesian Bush War of1972-80. This has the advantages ofextensive
combat data, it is from a scenario similar to that which the Australian Army could experience during short
warning conflict or UN missions, and vehicles common with the Australian fleet (Landrover, Unimog) were
employed. Limited data is drawn from other sources where appropriate. depending on the degree of
protection pursued. Body modification whereby a mine resistant hull is added to the chassis ofexisting
vehicles. Though the cost ofthis measure is moderatefor the level ofprotection attainable, some
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investment and plaruting would be necessary prior to field deployment. Monocoque construction in which
a chassis-less mine resistant body is used to maximise blast dissipation and deflection - high to very high
level protection is attainable. High volume production runs are necessary to offset manufacturing
equipment costs ifthe monocoque is based on composite materials.
REPORT NUMBER: DSTO-TR-0310
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A329 952
Lindsey, G.R. Battlefield of the 1990s. Memorandum report. Ottawa (Ontario): Operational
Research and Analysis Establishment~December 1982. 19p.
ABSTRACT: While the new weapons likely to appear on the battlefields ofthe 1990s will addformidable
capabilities, some will be offset by direct countermeasures and others by the effects ofproperly integrated
combined arms tactics. There will be important improvements to ground-based air defence weapons, to
air-to-ground weapons, to anti-tank guided missiles, to land mines, and to anti-personnel weapons.
Dominantfeatures ofthe 1990s will be electronic warfare, fast movement, and the rapid expenditure of
ammunition.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A126 587
Lunardini, Virgil. Mine/Countermine Problems During Winter Warfare. Final report.
Hanover, NH: cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, September 1981. 53p.
ABSTRACT: The possibility ofmodern warfare being waged under cold weather conditions has raised questions
about the effectiveness ofconventional and new mine systems during the winter. A workshop on
mine/countermine winter warfare was held at the U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering
Laboratory, 21-23 October 1980, to define problems related to cold climates. The designer, developer and
user communities sent 22 representatives from 16 organizations outside ofCRREL. Discussion papers were
prepared byfour groups, covering emplacement ofmines, mine performance, detection ofmines, and
neutralization ofmines. The emphasis was on the unique problems ofthe winter environment. It appears
that the U.S. has the capability to conduct defensive warfare during the summer but is not adequately
preparedfor minelcountermine winter warfare. Test and research programs are calledfor to compensate
for the prior lack ofconsideration ofthe winter environment, to adequately winterize new
mine/countermine systems, and to formulate appropriate doctrine for defensive winter warfare.
REPORT NUMBER: CRREL-SR-81-20
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-AI07 047
Maes, Reed. Test Array Number 1 for Mine Detection Experiments. Technical report. Ann
Arbor, MI: Environmental Research Institute ofMichigan, January 1980. 89p.
ABSTRACT: To providefor the conduct ofremote mine detection tests, a test array was established on a twenty-
acre site in Washtenaw County, MI approximately one mile west ofAnn Arbor Airport. The topography,
soil, and vegetation ofthe site is representative ofthe North German Plain. The total area, roughly 200 m
by 400 m, was divided into 16 rectangular areas or elements, each 50 m by 100 m in size. Each ofthe
elements was usedfor installation ofdummy mines, either surface or buried, in specific configurations, for
the location ofvarious ancillary military items, as an undisturbed control area, orfor the location of
special instrumentation or calibration units. Configurations ofeach element are documented, and data are
presented on test site vegetation, soil conditions, and soil moisture content, also on meteorological
conditions during periods when oveiflights were madefor mine detection tests ofvarious sensors.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A086 142
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Magner, George J. Detection and Avoidance ofMines and Boobytraps in South Vietnam.
Alexandria, VA: Human Resources Organization, June 1968. 87p.
ABSTRACT: None available.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A951 572
Mahoney, Daniel P., m. Goalie Without a Mask? The Effect of the Anti-Personnel Land
Mine Ban on US ArIP.Y Countermobility Operations. Fort Leavenworth, KS: Anny
Command and General Staff College, School ofAdvanced Military Studies, December
1996. 57p.
ABSTRACT: This monograph examines whether the United States' unilateral ban on conventional anti-
personnel mines will significantly impair the effectiveness ofus Army countermobility operation. Land
mines and mine warfare play critical roles in US countermobility doctrine, and the loss ofone entire
category ofmines could constrain the Army's ability to successfUlly perform countermobility missions. The
prospect ofsuch failure is alarming since successfUl mine warfare has often been the difference between
life and death for hardpressed defenders. This monograph attempts to anticipate both the nature and
severity ofsuch consequences. The monograph begins by exploring the origins and nature ofthe anti-
personnel mine ban. It does this by tracing the history ofmines and mine warfare, and the global problems
that this history has created. Next, the paper covers the current US inventory ofanti-personnel mines to
determine which mines (and capabilities) the ban eliminates. The monograph then examines the tasks that
land mines serve under countermobility doctrine. This section is particularly important since it introduces
the concepts that the paper later uses in the analysis. The monograph completes its fact gatheringfocus
with a treatment ofthe countermine measures available to modem armies. Once the background knowledge
set is complete, the monograph turns to analyzing the ban's effects. The monograph's analysis portion
begins with a briefdiscussion ofthe Second Battle ofEI Alamein. The monograph uses this action as its
historical laboratory because land mines played a central role in the battle, but veryfew ofthe mines (only
three percent) were ofthe anti-personnel variety. For this (and other) reasons therefore, Alamein
approximates battle under the ban.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A324323
Maxey, Jeffery L. et al. Investigations of the Human Factors Involved in Mine Detection in
Varying Operational Environments. Technical report. Alexandria, VA: Human
Resources Organization, August 1974. 102p.
ABSTRACT: The report summarizes findings from thefour research tasks comprising Project IDENTIFYfor FY
74. During FY 73 research into the identification ofthe individual differences involved in mine detection
produced a body ofhuman factors data relevant to the mine detection problem. A majorpurpose ofthe FY
74 research was to continue gathering and analyzing human factors data in the area ofunaided mine
detection. This researchcwasdesigned not only to gather additional humanfactors data for an unpopulated
field environment, but also to gather itfor a built-up area environment. In addition, it was designed to
identify the human factors involved in vehicular operations, both along an established road and in a cross-
country setting.
REPORT NUMBER: HumRRO-TR-74-18
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 784 201
Maxey, Jeffery L.and George J. Magner. A Study of Factors Affecting Mine and Boobytrap
Detection: Subject Variables and Operational Considerations. Alexandria, VA:
Human Resources Research Organization, June 1973. 54p.
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ABSTRACT: Antipersonnel weapons, Military tactics, Detection, Performance (Human), Military training, Dogs,
Methodology Tests were administered to and interviews conducted with military personnel identified as
expert mine and boobytrap detectors, in exploratory research designed to develop methodologyfor
identifying the characteristics ofand describing the techniques used by such personnel. Only two ofthe
psychological, ability, aptitude, and interest variables studied were significantly related to rated expertise
in detection, so these variables may notplay an important role in detection performance. None ofthe
background information variables had any apparent relationship to expertise. Identifying highly proficient
detectors on the basis ofnon-experiential variables is not likely to be successful, but it may be possible to
identify these individuals on the basis ofexperience-oriented data.
REPORT NUMBER: HumRRO-TR-73-12
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 769 635
McIntosh~ A.C.~ Jr. MIL-STD-1660 Test ofXM87 and XM8 Volcano Mine Pallet. Savanna,
IL: Anny Defense Ammunition Center and School, Evaluation Div.~March 1987. 2Op.
ABSTRACT: The u.s. Army Defense Ammunition Center and School (USADACS), Evaluation Division
(SMCAC-DEV, has been tasked by the U.S. Army Armament Research, Development and Engineering
Center (SMCAR-AEP), Picatinny Arsenal, NJ, to design,fabricated, and test a metalpalletfor the PA113
Volcano Mine Cannister. This engineering report contains the results ofthe MIL-STD-1660 pallet testing
sequence ofthe palletized PAl13 Volcano Mine Cannister. As a result ofthese tests, recommendations to
strengthen the pallet and modify the PAl13 bundlingprocedure evolved.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A207 182
Mei, K.K. Electromagnetic Wave Scattering by Partially-Buried Metallic and Dielectric
Objects. Final report. Berkeley~ CA: California University, Berkeley~ Electronics
Research Laboratory~March 1984. 2Op.
ABSTRACT: The objective ofthis research is to study the feasibility ofcomputing electromagnetic wave
scattering by objects which are buried orpartially buried in a lossy ground. The datas obtained through
computer solutions ofthe related Maxwell's Equations can be applied to detection ofplastic land mines,
tunnels and natural resources. The method used in this investigation is based on the Unimoment method, a
unique hybrid ofanalytical and numerical methods. The extension ofthe method to include lossy ground
half-space was made possible by the development ofspecial eigenfunctions which include the continuity of
the air-ground interface. Results were obtainedfor scattering by buried body ofrevolution, buried body of
revolution with arbitrary orientation and two-body scattering.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A140 109
Mei~ K.K., and T.M. Kvam. Numerical Parametric Study ofElectromagnetic Wave
Scattering by Buried Dielectric Land Mines. Final report. Berkeley~ CA: Geo
Electromagnetics~ Inc.~ 1983. 95p.
ABSTRACT: The unimoment method is applied to solve the electromagnetic scattering by a buried dielectric finite
cylinder simulating a land mine. Computed results are reported atfrequencies from 400 MHz to 1400 MHz
at 100 MHz intervals. The dielectric constants ofthe ground are considered to be dispersive which
simulates soil with 5%, 10% and 20% water content. Results are computedfor the scattered electric and
magneticfields which are presented in terms ofthe cylindrical components ofE and noH at a distance of1
in. to 4 in. above the ground at 1 in. intervals. The numerical results are computed along the positive x-axis
for each azimuthal mode. Thefields at points on the positive x-axis may be obtained by summing the modal
fields directly. Fields at points other than the positive x-axis may be obtained by summing the modalfields
multiplied by the proper azimuthalfunction. Sample results are given in the report and the complete data
are stored on magnetic tape. This report include documentation for the tapes.
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ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A124 980
Mei, K. K., W.C. Kuo and S. K. Chang. Scattering by Buried Obstacles. Final report. 20 April
1971-31 July 1974. Berkeley, CA: California University, Berkeley Electronics Research
Laboratory, November 1974. 119p.
ABSTRACT: The purpose ofthis investigation is to find theoretical solutions to scattering ofelectromagnetic
fields by buried obstacles. The first part ofthe investigation is primarily concerned with the source
problem ofthe scatteringphenomena. It enables us to find the nearfields ofan antenna above a lossy
ground and the nearfields penetration into the ground, which are the primaryfields to be scattered by the
obstacles. In order to study that problem the Sommerfeld's integrals are extensively studied. The second
part ofthe investigation involves some practical application ofthe results ofthefirst part which have direct
bearing on the 'detectability' ofburied obstacles. The third part ofthe investigation contains the
preliminary work ofscatteringby buried dielectric obstacles. Since the final objective ofthis research is
the detection ofburied dielectric bodies, the technique ofcomputing dielectric scattering is ofprimary
importance. The application ofthe 'Uni-moment method' to 2-dimensional scatteringproblems is
presented.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A005 237
Messinger, Martin. Mixed Minefield Modeling. Dover, NJ: Picatinny Arsenal, 1973. 17p. [This
article is from 'Proceedings ofthe Annual U.S. Army Operations Research Symposium
(12th), 2-5 October 1973. Volume I,' AD-AI2S 989.]
ABSTRACT The purpose ofthis section is to present a modelfor analyzing the effectiveness ofmine clearing
plows mounted in front ofthe tracks ofa tank in a AM minefield. The plow's function is to sweep AM mines
away from the path ofthe tank's tracks thereby preventing a track - AMmine contact, thus increasing the
tank's survivability. The minefield to be considered consists ofa mixture ofAMmunitions with three
different types offuzes; anti-handling (AH), pressure (PR), long impulse (LI). AH munitions will almost
certainly be detonated upon contact with the plow whereas PR and LI munitions will usually be pushed
aside without detonation. A majorpurpose ofemploying AH munitions in the minefield is to
countermeasure plows.
Metz, C.D., et al. Recent Developments in Tactical Unmanned Ground Vehicles. San Diego,
CA: Naval Command Control and Ocean Surveillance Center, RDT&E Division, June
1993. 9p. [In Proceedings AUVS-92, 19th Annual Technical Symposium and Exhibition,
22 June 1992.]
ABSTRACT Unmanned ground vehicles have long been envisioned in battlefield support roles involving
reconnaissance, surveillance, target acquisitions and NBC and mine detection. Appropriate utilization of
robotic vehicles for these tasks can be an effectiveforce multiplier and an enhancement to soldier
survivability. Over the past six years there has been substantialprogress in the development ofprototype
unmanned ground vehicles for use by the Army and the Marine Corps. This paper looks at several versions
oftactical unmanned ground vehicles and discusses technical issues with respect to remote platforms,
mission modules and control units.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A266 171
Mine Detectors. Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD: Army Test and Evaluation Command, July
1971. 19p.
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ABSTRACT: Methods and techniques are describedfor evaluating the peiformance and characteristics ofmine
detectors, andfor determining their suitabilityfor service use by the U. S. Army.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 729 633
Minefield Clearance. Washington, DC: Reed Research, Inc., June 1953.
ABSTRACT: Discussions are presentedofthefollowing methodsfor emplacing charges for clearing minefields:
(1) propulsion from 10 guns or throwing devices: (2) propulsionfrom a single throwing device; (3) vertical
emplacement ofindividual charges from a projecting boom; (4) vertical emplacementfrom a reciprocating
beam; (5) positive transverse spacing ofcharges; (6) charges mechanically positioned and held during
detonation; and (7) simulataneous detonation ofa blanket ofphysically connected charges. The evaluation
ofthe methods is to include the consideration ofaccuracy and speed ofemplacement, vulnerability to mine
explosion and enemyfire, reliability simplicity, and time requiredfor reloading. (See also AD- 012 601)
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 015 577
Mines and Demolitions. Final report. Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD: Anny Test and
Evaluation Command, 29 April 1983. 24p. [Supersedes report dated 22 April 74,
AD-A031 850.]
ABSTRACT: Provides tests for evaluating the peiformance characteristics ofmines and demolitions. Describes
safety evaluation, supplementary environmental and shock tests, and tests for weathering, fUze functioning,
mine!fuze compatibility, effectiveness, bullet impact, blast sensitivity, sympathetic detonation, and
parachute delivery. Discusses reliability, human factors and maintenance evaluations. Describes
equipment and techniquefor determining burst height ofbounding mines. Tabulates mine types and
applications andphysical characteristics ofexplosives. Not applicable to chemical mines.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A127 777
Mitchell, Daniel S. Selection of Dogs for Land Mine and Booby Trap Detection Training.
Volume I. Final technical report. San Antonio, TX: Southwest Research Institute,
September 1976. 61p. [see also volume 2, AD-A031981]
ABSTRACT: It is imperative that all dogs consideredfor enrollment in a land minelbooby trap detection training
program be submitted to a thorough screeningprocess prior to acceptance. Only those animals which meet
the criteria herein specified are selectedfor formal training. Numerous physical and behavioral
dimensions must be weighed during the course ofselection, and, unfortunately, many aspects ofthe
decision-making process remain largely subjective in nature.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A031 980
Mitchell, Daniel S. Training and Employment of Land Mine and Booby Trap Detector
Dogs. Volume II. Final technical report. San Antonio, TX: Southwest Research Institute,
September 1976. 247p. [see also volume 3, AD-A031 982]
ABSTRACT: The present document is intended as a procedures manual and reference text to be used during the
training ofinitially naive canines for land mine and booby trap detection service. No directly related
experience on the part ofthe handler/trainerpersonnel is assumed. Each successive phase oftraining is
treated in detail, and all specialized training aids andfacilities are described and/or illustrated. Commonly
encountered training difficulties are discussed and appropriate solutions indicated. Techniques ofservice
deployment are described in the concluding chapter. Chapter IIpresents a discussion ofthose concepts of
operant and classical conditioning which are relevant to land mine and explosive booby trap detection
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training and has been included to provide handler/trainerpersonnel with a basic knowledge ofthe
underlying behavioralprinciples.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A031 981
Mitchell, Daniel S. User's Guide: Land Mine and Booby Trap Detector Dogs. Volume III.
Final technical report. San Antonio, TX: Southwest Research Institute, September 1976.
61p. [see also volume 1, AD-A031 980]
ABSTRACT: While the capabilities ofland minelbooby trap canines have been well documented, several years of
carefully-controlled studies have shown that the successful utilization ofsuch animals requires a
knowledgeable, dedicated handler with proper training and experience. This manual is intended as a field
guide for use by personnel who meet these qualifications. Its purpose is to provide a 'field-portable'
summary ofthe important procedures and considerations involved in the deployment ofland minelbooby
trap detector dogs.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A031 982
Moler, Robert B. Nuclear and Atomic Methods ofMine Detection. Technical report. Fort
Belvoir, VA: Anny Belvoir Research Development and Engineering Center, 1 November
1991. 4Op.
ABSTRACT: This report summarizes the results ofa project to provide technical review and analysis,
developmental assessments, and studies ofcurrent and new technology applicable to the detection of
landmines using nuclear and atomic techniques. Additionally, technical supportfor new research
initiatives was provided in the form ofindependent analytical studies that sought to verify expectations and
predictions for a range oftechniques, including neutron capture, gamma ray induced reactions on nitrogen
(an important element in military explosives), neutron elastic and inelastic scatter, gamma ray nuclear
resonance scattering on nitrogen, x-ray backscatter imaging, dual energy x-ray Compton scattering, and
nuclear magnetic resonance. For relatively mature technologies such as x-ray backscatter imaging,
thermal neutron capture, and the reaction ofnitrogen with 13.6 MeV gamma-rays, plansfor laboratory
testing were reviewed andplans forfield tests were developed. The project had its principalfocus on x-ray
backscatter imaging, particularly the optimization ofthe technique, the development ofappropriate x ray
sources capable ofscanning a 3 meter wide search path, and the development ofdetectors and collimators
capable ofwithstanding thefield environment. A unique type ofx ray generator was proposed that could
meet the scan rate requirements. It consisted ofa single 3 m long cylindrical anode with 150 grid
controlled cathodes. The technical specification ofthis tube were developed. A laboratory demonstration of
thefeasibility ofthis concept was carried out by an associate contractor.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A243 332
___. Workshop Report: Nuclear Techniques for Mine Detection Research, July 22-25,
1985, Lake Luzerne, New York. Fort Belvoir, VA: Anny Belvoir Research and
Development Center, July 1985. 74p.
ABSTRACT: The purpose ofthis workshop was to investigate the use ofionizing radiation techniques for
detecting land mines and, in particular, to identify technological advancements that would alter the
assessment ofthe prior workshop held on March 1973. Although emphasis was placed on application of
developed or emerging technology to the problem ofthe detection ofburied land mines, detection of
concealed explosives in the context ofsecurity was also considered. Automatic detection ofexplosives in
luggage and hand-carried items received the greatest attention. Lesser attention was given to detecting
explosives concealed within a building's structure. Three particular explosives detection scenarios were
considered, and the requirements for each were explicitly discussed by panel members. The first ofthese,
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the detection ofburied, nonmetallic, anti-vehicular mines, was the area ofgreatest concern and was given
the greatest emphasis by the panel. The other two, detection ofanti-personnel mines and detection of
explosives in luggage andpackages, were considered in less detail.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A167 968
Morgan, M.A. Scattering of Radar Waves by Mine Fields. Final report. Berkeley, CA: Geo
Electromagnetics, Inc., 1980. 65p.
ABSTRACT· Radar scattering by an array ofsuiface land mines is studied. The array is considered to be a
random perturbation ofa uniform array. The analytical evaluation ofthe expectation is peiformedfor this
problem under specified, but realistic, assumptions. The analytic expression for the expectation contains
coherent and incoherent arrayfactors, each ofwhich are summations ofterms that are weighted by the
effect ofthe antenna pattern. By curve fitting the antenna gain pattern with exponentialfunctions in
elevation and azimuth the resultant series are summable. The resultant expression for normalized signal to
clutter ratio displays the coherent contributions from the radar system parameters (such as, beamwidths,
frequencies, depression angle and pulse width) in conjunction with the randomness ofmine placement and
the clutter distribution.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A129 693
Morita, Allen M. Land Mine Detection System. Final report. 1 April 1972-15 February 1973.
Redondo Beach, CA: TRW Systems Group, February 1973. 82p.
ABSTRACT: The objective ofthis contract was to determine thefeasibility ofusing acoustic waves for the
detection ofmetallic and nonmetallic land mines. It was found that a 3 KHz pulse burst could detect all of
the simulated mines at burial depths exceeding 12 inches. The mine reflected signals exhibited a signature
significantly different from those obtained with no mine present and with small soil inhomogeneities
present. Rock reflected signals generally exhibited irregular axes ofreflection. Mine reflected acoustic
signals can be detected and imagedfrom both nonmetallic and metallic mines at the burial depths most
likely occurring in afield situation.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- A908 713
Morita, Y., et al. Identification and Screening ofRemote Mine Detection Techniques.
Technical report. Ann Arbor, MI: Environmental Research Institute ofMichigan, June
1979.103p.
ABSTRACT: This report documents the technical effort and results achievedfor the task ofidentification and
screening ofpromising remote sensing systems and other methods ofdetecting and identifying mines,
minefields, minelaying equipment or minelaying operations and recommends continuing effort on the most
promising methods. Systems considered under this task include systems presently in use, systems on which
research and development is currently being conducted, and systems with potentialfor future development.
Emphasis in the study was placed on detecting suiface-Iaid mine.fields in the European theater with short
detection reaction times. Continued effort is recommended on aerial photography, with particular attention
paid to rapidprocessing and delivery ofimagery to the local commander. Field tests ofthe Spotlight radar,
being conducted under another task ofthis project, may give quantitative information ofits mine detection
capability, on the basis ofwhich further effort on this type ofradar can be planned. Ofthe electro-optical
scanners, the active scanner most nearly approaches a 24-hour data collection capability, with
multispectral scanners andpassive infrared scanners having more restricted capability.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A086944
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Morita, Yuji and Henry McKenney. An Assessment of Technical Factors Influencing the
Potential Use ofRPVs for Minefield :Detection. Ann Arbor, MI: Environmental
Research Institute ofMichigan, Radar and Optics Division, July 1980. 65p
ABSTRACT: An assessment is made ofthe use oftelevision and FUR sensors carried on RPVs as remote
minefield detection systems, based on four major scenarios for Soviet mine waifare operations involving
the use ofTM-46 metallic and PM-60 plastic anti-vehicular mines. The RPVsystem minefield detection
capability, response time and search rate arefunctions ofthe sensor resolution, field ofview and sensitivity
capabilities; the obscuration due to vegetation, atmospheric attenuation, terrain and weather; the radiance
contrast existing between mines and background; the airborne platform characteristics; data link
characteristics; the man/machine inteiface; and command, control and communication system
characteristics. These factors are considered in this study to initially define the minefield detection
capability ofcurrently planned RPVs, to indicate areas where additional data is needed to provide a better
definition ofRPV minefield detection capabilities and to indicate parameters for an improved next
generation sensor system.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A092 682
Morris, Bruce L. Evaluation of Nonexpendable Mine Clearing Roller Wheels Under Blast
Attack. Final report. October 1970-January 1971. Fort Belvoir, VA: Army Mobility
equipment Research and Development Center, April 1971. 64p.
ABSTRACT: The project experimentally evaluated configurations and materialsfor mine clearing roller wheels
required to withstand the effects ofthree detonations of30 pounds ofexplosives each. The tests were
conducted using one-fourth geometric scale-model wheels and suitably scaled explosive charges. 4340, T-
1, HY-lOO, and 4330 steels were tested in aflat-rimmed and two curved-rim wheel configurations, and the
impulse imparted to these wheels was experimentally determined.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 728 158
Needham, Charles E. and Joseph E. Crepeau. Calculational Investigation for Mine-Clearance
Experiments. Final report. Albuquerque, NM: Systems Science and Software, Inc.,
August 1981. 7Op.
ABSTRACT: The detonation ofmilitary line charges is being considered as a means to clear battlefields of
implantedpressure-sensitive antitank mines. Such charges have an undesirable characteristic, however, in
that, for distances less than .about 1 m from the line charge, phase duration ofthe positive overpressure is
too short to detonate the mines. This region in which mine clearance may not occur is called the skip
zone.... Line-Charge Effects, Mine Clearance, Skip Zone, Airblast, Hydrodynamic Computer Calculations,
High Explosive Experiments, Line Charge Experiments, Line-Charge Calculations, and Charge
Configuration Improvement.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A259255
Nelson, John D. Clearing the Paths to Peace: Humanitarian Demining in Peace Operations.
Fort Leavenworth, KS: Army Command and General StaffCollege, School ofAdvanced
Military Studies, December 1996. 6Op.
ABSTRACT: This monograph discusses the necessityfor conducting humanitarian demining during the initial
stages ofa peace operation in a region contaminated with landmines. The removal oflandmines will be an
essential task as part ofa peace operation in order to return a region to peace and stability. This
monograph explores how landmines affect all aspects life within a region and demonstrates thatfor a
peace operation to be successful removal ofmines must be plannedfor early. The monograph first
examines the nature ofthe mine threat in regions that have emergedfrom conflict, and how the landmine
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has affected the economic life, repatriation ofrefugees, protection ofhumanitarian aid, andprotection of
peaceforces. Next, the doctrine ofpeace operations was examined in light ofthis landmine threat. From
this an essential task early in peace operations was determined to be demining. Next, landmine removal
policy and doctrine, for the U.S. military, and U.S. Army specifically, was examined. A possible demining
doctrine for U.S. Forces was proposed as a result ofthis examination. The role ofNon-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and Private Volunteer Organizations (PVOs) involved in demining was explored.
Finally, a case study was examinedfrom Somalia. The criteria that was used to examine the case was that
developed in the previous sections. Somalia demonstrated that peace operations, conducted in a region
contaminated with landmines, will have to remove landmines as an essential task to ensure the success in
the early stages.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A324396
Nelson, John D. Ending the Legacy ofWar: Long-Term Solutions to Humanitarian
Demining in Peace Operations. Fort Leavenworth, KS: Anny Command and General
StaffCoUege, School ofAdvanced Military Studies, May 1997. 57p.
ABSTRACT: This monograph discusses the importance ofpianningfor long-term demining in the early stages of
a peace operation. Planning and coordinatingfor the long-term demining ofa nation emergingfrom
conflict will be critical to the success ofthe rebirth ofthat society economically, politically, socially, and
psychologically. Unless there is a long-term self-sustaining solution to deal with the legacy ofwar, the
landmine, all efforts involved with redevelopment may be wasted. The monograph explores how landmines
present a complex multi-facetedproblem to the nation emergingfrom conflict. The landmine will effect the
redevelopment ofthe nation economically. This will be especially truefor nations that have agrarian based
economies. The landmine will affect the psychosocial healing ofa nation, meaning thatfor a nation to heal
itselfpsychologicallyfrom war the threat to personal security must be removed. As long as landmines
remain under the lands ofa nation rebuilding a shattered society cannotfully take place. United States and
United Nations policy concerning humanitarian demining was examined. The United States to provide
assistance to nations involved in demining their nations. The nation must be willing to help itselfand must
accept United States assistance. The United Nations policy regarding humanitarian demining has been to
include this as a task in the mandate ofthe peacekeepingforces. However, the United Nations does not
have policy in place to ensure the success oflong-term demining. The requirements to secure international
resources, both financial and technical was developed. Many International Organizations will be involved
in raising capital to demine a nation, to include the World Bank.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A331 393
Nikolaidis, Dimitrios. Detection of Mines Using Hyperspectral Analysis. Master's thesis.
Monterey, CA: Naval Postgraduate Scheol, June 1996. 63p.
ABSTRACT: This studyfocuses on the development ofcomputer algorithms that can be usedfor automatic mine
detection using hyperspectral imagery. These algorithms peiform a pixel-by-pixel comparison ofthe scene
spectra with the spectrum ofa mine. The goal is to assign to every pixel a scalefactor which gives the
relative probability offinding a mine. Algorithms were tested on simulated data taken from the NPS Middle
Ultraviolet Spectrograph (MUSTANG). Three computer methods are tested and relative results were
compared. This analysis suggests that the potential exists to use these methods in military applications. The
ability to identifyfeatures in an image based solely on their spectral signature provides a new dimension to
imagery interpretation.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A311 744
106
Nolan, R. V. and D.L. Gravitte. Mine-De,tecting Canines. Summary report. 1975-1976. Fort
Belvoir, VA: Anny Mobility eqillpinent Research and Development Command,
September 1977. 83p.
ABSTRACT: This report describes the rationale, protocol, and results ofa series offour field tests designed to
determine the merits ofcanines as mine/booby-trap/explosives detection systems. The report begins with a
discussion ofthefactors which led to selection ofthe dog as the optimum choicefor detection service. This
is followed by discussion offactors pertinent to an understanding ofthe results; i.e., the use ofthefull-
reinforcement andpartial-reinforcement operant conditioning regimens used to train the animals; the
anticipated tactical operational environments and the choice oftest site analogs to these areas; the nature
ofthe test lanes and ofthe test protocol. Results are presented in severalformats so that every significant
finding will be evident to the reader. The report concludes with the general statement that, based upon the
most objective test and data analysis possible at this time, canines are the most effective and versatile
mine/booby-trap/explosives detection systems availablefor immediate use in either military or civilian
applications.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A048 748
Novikov, M. Clearing Mines in Algeria. Washington, DC: Army Foreign Science and
Technology Center, July 1965. 6p. Translation from SMENA, SSSR, No.4, pp. 1-3,
1965.
ABSTRACT: None available.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 469 167
Offenberg, Jerome William. Marginal Oscillator for a Modified Free Precession
Magnetometer. Master's thesis. Monterey, CA: Naval Postgraduate School, June 1969.
41p.
ABSTRACT: The primary interest concerns the use ofa magnetometerfor mine detection, anti-submarine
waifare, salvaging and other related naval operations. The original concept ofa modifiedfree precession
magnetometer using the Overhauser Effect was formulated by A. Abragam. The objective ofthis thesis was
to develop an improved marginal oscillatorfor the magnetometer.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 705 083
Olness, D.D., and A.S. Warshawsky. Representation of the MON-50 Antipersonnel Mine for
Application in SEES. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, CA, August 1992. 6p.
ABSTRACT: The Security Exercise Evaluation Simulation (SEES) was used to study an ambush ofa train
carrying soldiers. An integralpart ofthe analysis required that directional, antipersonnel mines (similar to
Claymore mines) be included in the scenario. SEES does not have a capability to model the effects ofsuch
a weapon explicitly. It was possible, however, to approximate the effect ofthe mines, albeit crudely, in a
way that was judged adequatefor the specific study at hand. This report describes that approximation.
REPORT NUMBER: UCRLIDll1813
ACCESSION NUMBER: DE93-007397
Pieper, G.F., A.A. Evett, and A. Patterson, Jr. An Electromagnetic System for Mine Detection.
New Haven, CT: Yale University, Laboratory ofMarine Physics, January 1955.
ABSTRACT: None available.
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ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 063 622
Performance Oriented Packaging (POP) Testing and Packaging for Ground Emplaced
Mines (i.e. M74, M75 and M79 Mines). Final report. Dover, NJ: Anny Annament
Research, Development and Engineering Center, 24 March 1994. 6p.
ABSTRACT: This Performance Oriented Packaging (POP) report isfor the Ground Emplaced Mines (M74, M75,
M79 Mines) packed 40 per metal ammunition container lAWdrawing 12624514. This report describes
results oftesting conducted on a similarpackaging which is used as an analogyfor this item.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A277 845
Pijor, T.D. Mine/Countermine Basis of Issue Optimization Plan. Master's thesis. Monterey,
CA: Naval Postgraduate School, June 1988. 161p.
ABSTRACT: The mobility and effective employment oftanks' in a future conflict may be seriously threatened by
enemy land mines. This thesis presents a high resolution stochastically based simulation to be used in the
evaluation ofmeasures ofeffectiveness to determine the optimal basis ofissue ofmine/countermine
equipment. A discussion ofthe types ofbreaching equipment and the tactics involved is used to provide
backgroundfor the simulation. Several measures ofeffectiveness are used to determine how the various
configurations ofbreaching equipment affect the battle and battle outcome.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A200 117
Printz, J. Pursuit Deterrent Munition Reserve-Cell Ammonia Battery Redesign Analysis.
Final report. 1986-1990. Dover, NJ: Anny Annament Research and Development Center,
Fire Support Annament Center, April 1991. 42p.
ABSTRACT- The M86 pursuit deterrent munition (PDM) went into full-scale production in early 1989. At this
time a serious design flaw was discovered in the electronics system ofthe mine. the reserve ammonia
battery in the system had a serious performance problem at cold temperatures. This performance problem
had not been apparent on the M692/M731 area denial artillery munition (ADAM), a ballistically-launched
antipersonnel land mine that was later adaptedfor hand-emplacement (and subsequently evolved into
PDM). A thorough engineering analysis, involving a Taguchi design ofexperiments, was necessary to
determine how the battery could be improved to solve the performance problems encountered. This report
discusses this engineering analysis, in detail, from the development ofthe PDM until the incorporation of
the correctivefix for the system.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A234 943
___" RAAM Integrated Circuit Source Change Analysis. Final report. 1989-1990. Dover,
NJ: Anny Armament Research and Development Center, Fire Support Armament Center,
September 1990. 38p.
ABSTRACT: This report prepared to provide an analysis ofthe changefrom gold eutectic die attach integrated
circuits (L C.) to sliver-glass die attach L C. for the M718/M741 remote antiarmor mine (RAAM). An
overview ofthe contract history ofthe present RAAM electronic lens assembly (ELA) contractor, Accudyne
Corporation ofJanesville, WL is presented. An outline ofboth the gold eutectic die attached process and
the silver-glass die attach process is also given. The Government testplan for the die attach change was
analyzed and the results and conclusions ofthe tests listed in the plan are provided.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A227325
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Proceedings of the Panel on the Tactical Aspects of Mine Warfare and Evaluation of the
Research and Development Program. Fort Belvoir, VA: Mine Warfare Panel Engineer
Center, February 1952. 32p.
ABSTRACT: None Available.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 012 466
Progress report. 1 July-30 September 1953. (Harbor Protection Project). New Haven CT:
Yale University, Laboratory ofMarine Physics, September 1953.
ABSTRACT: Mine-spotting tests with the temporaty X-band radar showed that mine splashes are easily detected
and that low-flyingplanes andfalling mines are trac/cable in some cases. Sound-ranging tests showed that
the low-frequency component oflong duration, which always follows a mine splash, is also observed when
the mine is droppedfrom rest while wholly submerged. Progress is reported on the medium-range and
short-range location ofplanted mines. Tests ofRaydist equipment indicated that much lighter gear
(perhaps a set designedfor helicopters) would be more suitablefor small boat work. Laboratory tests on
inducing vortexflow (by towing SUitably shaped baffles) indicated thefeasibility ofthis method as a means
ofpressure mine sweeping. The special television chain for the underwater identification ofmines operated
satisfactorily.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 022 747
Radevich, P. G. and V.V. Zhuravlev, and LV. Volkov. Manual on the Laying and Clearing of
Minefields. Charlottesville, VA: Army foreign Science and Technology Center,
November 1965. 138p. Translation from Posobiye Po Ustroystvu I Preodoleniyu
Minno-Vzryvnykh Zagrazhdeniy, 1965.
ABSTRACT: This book describes the designs and operatingprinciples ofantitank and antipersonnel mines ofthe
Soviet Army and the armies ofthe capitalist states. Thefundamentals oflaying, reconnaissance and
clearing ofminefields, as well as recommendations for their recording and simulation, are also covered.
Methods oforganizing the training ofpersonnel are described along with the safety rules that must be
observed in laying and clearing mines. The book may be used as an aid by officers in all branches ofthe
armedforces, by cadets in military schools, and by non-commissioned officers and soldiers ofthe Soviet
Army. The book will also be useful to reserve officer affiliated with engineer units.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 474 792
Report of the Committee on Doctrine and Training. Fort Belvoir, VA: Mine Warfare Panel
Engineer Center, February 1952. 69p.
ABSTRACT: None Available.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 012 467
Report of the Committee on Research and Development. Fort Belvoir, VA: Mine Warfare
Panel Engineer Center, February 1952. 65p.
ABSTRACT: None Available.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 012 469




ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 012 468
Required Operational Capability (ROC) Number LOG 1.59 for a Mine Clearing Plow
System. Washington, DC: Marine Corps, 1 April 1983. 12p.
ABSTRACT· A system, device or combination ofdevices which can be temporarily mounted to the front ofa
standard armored tracked vehicle (tank) chassis or other tracked vehicle and controlled by an operator
inside the vehicle is required to clear land mines and explosive devices from the path ofthe vehicle. It
should be capable ofphysically extracting or removing any land mine and/or explosive device which is
laying on the surface or buried under up to four inches (10.6cm) ofsoil coverfrom the area in front of
each track. An Initial Operational Capability of1985 is desired.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A127 475/AD-AI29 447
Required Operational Capability (ROC) Number LOG 1.63 for the Trailer Mounted Mine
Clearing Line Charge (MICLIC) System. Washington, DC: Marine Corps, 7 April
1983.13p.
ABSTRACT: The u.s. Marine Corps requires an easily transportable, rapidly deployable mine clearing
capability which can be employed without modification orpermanent attachment to tactical wheeled and
tracked vehicles. A trailer mounted mine clearing line charge wouldprovide a surface-launched capability
which could be rapidly employed by mechanized infantry, armored and combat engineer units. A MICLIC
system is needed to create a vehicle-width cleared lanefor tracked and wheeled vehicles through minefield
obstacles. The M58Al Linear Demolition Charge is a standard Marine Corps ordnance item and will
satisfy safety and explosive clearing requirements. This line charge will create a breach path
approximately 100m long and 10-16m wide against tactically laid, single-impulse pressure mines. The MK
22 rocket used to deploy the M58Al line charge is in the Marine Corps ordnance inventory. The M353
generalpurpose, 3112-ton, chassis trailer is an existing asset that can easily be adapted to carry the
M58Al line charge. A launch rail andframework will be required to launch the MK22 rocket and carry the
M58Al line charge pallet on the M353 trailer chassis. The adaptation ofexisting ordnance and trailer
assets will satisfy many ofthe basic requirements.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A129 426
Required Operational Capability, USMC-ROC-213.3.5 for Amphibious Continuous
Breach Land Mine Countermeasure System. Washington, DC: Marine Corps, 20 May
1987. 23p.
ABSTRACT: The Marine Corps has a requirementfor a mobile mine countermeasure system (hereafter referred
to as the system) capable ofbreaching enemy minefields in very shallow water andfrom the high
watermark inland in conjunction with lead echelons ofthe amphibious assault. The system will be
employed by assault amphibious vehicle (AA V) units to provide a highly mobile, quick response capability
for the assault breaching ofsingle impulse pressure and tilt-rod antitank and antipersonnel minefield. A
preplannedproduct improvement (P3l) goal will be the neutralization ofmagneticallyfUzed, blast
hardened and multiple impulse mines. The initial operational capability (IOC) for the system is FY91. The
date for fUll operational capability (FOC) is scheduledfor FY94.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A183962
Resnick,W.V. Investigation of the Resistance of I-inch Rolled Homogeneous Armor Plate of




ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 307 752
Richmond, Owen. Operation SNAPPER, Project 3.4. Minefield Clearance. Washington, DC:
Atomic Energy Commission, February 1953. 75p.
ABSTRACT: None available.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A995 044
Riggs, Lloyd S., and Charles A. Amazeen. Measurements in Moist and Wet Soils with the
Waveguide Beyond Cutoff or Separated Aperture Dielectric Anomaly Detection
Technique. Final report. Fort Belvoir, VA: Army Belvoir Research Development and
Engineering Center, June 1991. 38p.
ABSTRACT: This reportpresent experimental results concerning the separated aperture (or waveguide beyond
cutoff) buried mine detection scheme. More specifically, the experimental data presented describes the
ability ofthe separated aperture sensor to detect buried dielectric anomalies under moist or saturated
(wet) soil conditions. This data was collected during June - August 1990 at the Fort Belvoir Experimental
Mine Lanes Facility, Fort Belvoir, Va. This report is part ofongoing research to build an engineering
database to be used in a long-term research program directed toward the development ofa complete
understanding ofthefUndamental electromagnetic principles underlying the separated aperture mine
detection technique and to assess the generalfeasibility ofseparated aperture mine detectors. The moist
and wet soil experiments described in this report should be viewed as a continuation ofearlier
experimental efforts described in BRDEC Technical Report No. 2497, August 1990, (AD-A227008).
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A239 409
___. Research with the Waveguide Beyond Cutoff or Separated Aperture Anomaly
Detection Scheme. Fort Belvoir, VA: Army Belvoir Research Development and
Engineering Center, August. 1990. 67p.
ABSTRACT This report presents experimental results concerning the separated aperture (or waveguide beyond
cutoff) buried mine detection scheme. The primary purpose ofthis research effort is to contribute to an
engineering database to be used in a long term research program directed toward the development ofa
complete understanding ofthefUndamental electromagnetic principles underlying the separated aperture
mine detection technique and to assess the general feasibility ofseparated aperture mine detectors.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A227 008
Roder, Fredrick L. and Richard A. Van Konynenburg. Theory and Application ofX-Ray and
Gamma-Ray Backscatter to Landmine Detection. Research report. 1968-1973. Fort
Belvoir, VA: Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development Center, March 1975.
153p.
ABSTRACT: This report discusses the theory and application ofX-ray and gamma-ray backscatter to the
problem ofnonmetallic landmine detection. The fUndamental interactions ofX and gamma radiation with
matter, includingphotoelectric absorption, Compton scattering, andpairproduction, are reviewed. The
backscatter spectrum is analyzed in terms ofthe components due to single and multiple scattering. The
variation ofthe backscatter spectrum with changes in the average atomic number ofthe scattering material
and with changes in source energy is explained. Four different source/detector geometries are compared in
terms ofcountratefor a given source strength, target-present-to-target-absent ratio, sensitivity to height
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variations above the scatterer, and sensitivity to scatter density. Theoretical andpracticalfactors in the
selection ofsources and detectors are considered. Three techniquesfor compensatingfor height variations
are discussed, the mostpromising ofwhich is a K-edge-filter method.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A015 541
Romba, John J. A Study in Training Methodology of Mine Dogs. Final report. Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD: Army Land Warfare Laboratory, June 1974. 14p.
ABSTRACT: An attempt was made to organize the training ofmine dogs into logical learning segments: object
discrimination, outgoing excursion, and search. The procedurefor object discrimination learning alone
failed to produce the desired result. A possible alternative method is suggested and briefly described.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 784 048
___. Tactics in the Development of Mine Detector Dogs. Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD:
Army Land Warfare Laboratory, 1970. 8p.
ABSTRACT: The paper describes the development and characteristics oftwo U. S. mine dog systems. The Mine
Detection Dog was recently made operational and has undergone a 6 month evaluation in R VN. The
Specialized Mine Detection Dog is currently in development. The training procedures for both have been
based on the reward or approach principle oflearning.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 713 577
Romberger, David D. Optimization Methods for Mixed Minefield Clearance. Master's thesis.
Monterey, CA: Naval Postgraduate School, September 1996. 84p.
ABSTRACT: This thesis describes the development and implementation ofan improved optimization feature for
the minefield clearance TDA MIXER. A constrainedform ofMIXER's original local optimal search method
is proposed, followed by an exhaustive search method, and then a simulated annealing method.
Computational efficiency andprogram run times are examinedfor the exhaustive search method. Also, a
performance comparison of"optimal" solutionsfor the local search and simulated annealing methods is
given. A final version ofthe optimization feature incorporates all three search methods.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A319 531
Romstedt, G.N. CSSIEMW/SOF (Combat Service SupportlEngineering and Mine
Warfare/Special Operations Forces) Mission Area Materiel Plan (MAMP) Software.
Final report. February-September 1986. McLean Research Center, Inc., VA, September
1986. 343p.
ABSTRACT: This report documents the status ofthe Combat Service Support (Database Management
Systems)/Engineering and Mine Warfare (EMW)/Special Operations Forces (SOP) Mission Area Material
Plan (MAMP) Software. This software is usedforprogram planning and resource allocation AMC RDT&E
initiatives. It also presents an analysis ofsome ofthe system aspects ofthe automated MAMP as it is
instituted throughout AMC, and ofthe program prioritization methods used.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A172 652
Sabol, B., and T. Berry. Effects of Microtopographic Features on Tilt of the Wide Area Mine
Ground Platform. Final report. Vicksburg, MS: Army Engineer Waterways Experiment
Station, Environmental Laboratory, May 1991. 25p.
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ABSTRACT: Under the ProofofPrinciple Program for development ofthe Wide Area Mine (WAM), the US Army
Engineer Waterways Experiment Station waS responsible for characterizing terrain features expected to
affect the WAMperformance. The off-vertical angle ofthe WAM groundplatform (tilt) erected on the
terrain surface will affect several criticalfunctions ofcandidate WAMsystems. Digital terrain elevation
data ofadequate spatial resolution (2-ft horizontal spacing) was not available to accurately estimate the
distribution oftilt angles for the WAM groundplatforms. Actual tilt measurements were therefore made on
pre-erected (legs locked in pulse) WAM surrogates (mass models) on four terrain suiface types
representing managed and agriculturallantIs. Mean tilt angles rangedfrom 2 degfor meadowland to
almost 11 deg for a freshly plowed and rowedfield. The Textron Defense System WAM exhibited a slightly
larger mean and standard deviation oftilt angle than the Honeywell, Inc., WAMfor each terrain surface
type; however, this difference was statistically significant in only one ofthefour cases. Because this study
did not consider the groundplatform erection process, these data should not be interpreted as tilt angles
resultingfrom realistic deployment ofWAMs.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A237421
Sabol, B.M.; et al. Environmental Site Characterization for the Wide Area Mine Sensor
Demonstration, Aberdeen Proving Ground, October 1988. Final report. Vicksburg,
MS: Anny Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, Environmental Laboratory, May
1991. 43p.
ABSTRACT: Under the proof-ol-principle program for the development ofa wide area mine (WAM), the US Army
Engineer Waterways Experiment Station was responsiblefor characterization ofthe temperature
environment in which WAMdevelopmental tests would be conducted. The principal temperate area for
WAM testing was designated to be the US Army Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland. This report presents
data that characterize terrain and environmentalfactors expected to affect WAM sensor performance.
Field measurements were made before and during the conduct ofWAM captiveflight tests and ground
sensor data acquisition exercises. Measurements included soil and seismic tests, a quantitative vegetation
survey, thermal terrain characterization measurements, and the collection ofonsite meteorological data.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A237 045
Sanz, G.M. Countermine Combat Systems Analysis (Mine Plow Evaluation Module).
Technical report. February-September 1985. Vienna, VA: BDM Corp., 15 September
1985.7Op.
ABSTRACT- This report summarizes the results oftasks conducted to provide the Engineer Support Laboratory
with a low cost evaluation model to be used in the assessment ofcountermine concept alternatives. The
model is microcomputer-based and supported by a commercial software package which provides ease of
use, rapid computational abilities, and useful graphics features.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A159 444
Sargis, P.D. Buried Mine Detection Using Ground-Penetrating Impulse Radar. Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, CA, March 1995. 13p. [Symposium. on Autonomous
Vehicles in Mine Countermeasures, Monterey, CA (United States), 3-7 ApriI1995.]
ABSTRACT· LLNL is developing a side-looking, ground-penetrating impulse radar system that can eventually be
mounted on a robotic vehicle or an airborne platform to locate buried land mines. The system is described
and results from field experiments are presented.
REPORT NUMBER: UCRLJC119069, CONF95041541
ACCESSION NUMBER: DE95-01144
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Sattinger, I. J. Record ofFirst Meeting of Expert Working Group on Minefield Detection
Technology. Ann Arbor, MI: Environmental Research Institute ofMichigan, February
1979.30p.
ABSTRACT: The first meeting ofthe Expert Working Group on Minefield Detection Technology was held at
MERADCOM on 7-8 December 1978. Briefings were given by representatives ofMERADCOM, the
Environmental Research institute ofMichigan (ERIM), and Braddock, Dunn, and McDonald (BDM) on the
goals ofa project beingperformed under Contract DAAK70-78-C-0198 to identify, screen, analyze, test,
and evaluate methods ofminefield detection, with primary emphasis on the European Theater of
Operations. ERIMpresented, a Project Plan I for accomplishment ofproject tasks, which would include
early effort devoted to identification and screening ofnew technical opportunities, and experimental
collection ofcritical data on spotlight radar and active IR scanner systems. Suggestions were made by the
EWG members and otherparticipants concerning specific techniques to be screened, analytical
methodology, and experimental tests. After review and discussion ofthe Project Plan in an open meeting
followed by an Executive session, the Expert Working Group made thefollowing recommendations.
MERADCOM, ERIM, and BDMshouldprepare a comprehensive work plan which morefully coordinates
the objectives and activities ofERIM and BDM The program plan should specify technical opportunities
in terms of(l) present systems, (2) IOC 1985 systems, and (3) IOC 1990 technologies. The resulting
coordinatedplan should be readyfor review by the EWG by the end ofFebruary 1979.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A088 670
Sattinger, Irvin J. Record of Second Meeting of Expert Working Group on Minefield
Detection Technology. Technical report. Ann Arbor, MI: Environmental Research
Institute ofMichigan, March 1979. 34p.
ABSTRACT: The second meeting ofthe Expert Working Group on Minefield Detection Technology was held at
MERADCOM, Ft. Belvoir, Virginia on 27-28 February 1979. Presentations were made by MERADCOM,
the Environmental Research Institute ofMichigan and Braddock, Dunn, and McDonald to the Expert
Working Group on the current status andfuture plans for the project. At the end ofthe presentations, an
Executive session ofthe Expert Working Group was held. Major conclusions and recommendations ofthe
meeting included thefollowing. The study is to exclude considerations ofsensors emplaced in advance of
hostilities and scatterable mines. The potential ofmultispectral scanners, passive IR sensors, wet chemistry
photography, SIGINT, and mine neutralization was discussed. Recommendations were madefor further
review by MERADCOM and by individual members ofthe EWG ofthe overall coordination ofthe
program, details ofthe analytical methodology being developed by BDM, and data on the RF-4C
photographic systemfor use as a technical example in operational analysis.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A088 290
Schwartz, Richard E. and Dennis F. DeRiggi. SIMNET-Based Tests of Antihelicopter Mines.
Final Report. Alexandria, VA: Institute for Defense Analyses, January 1994. S8p.
ABSTRACT: This report describes a series ofSIMNETSemi-automatedforced armor engagements in which
antihelicopter mines are deployed. The impact oftwo types ofantihelicopter mines on armor exchange
ratios and other combat measures is presented. Learning effects are analyzedfor both types ofmines.
Antihelicopter mines can have a significant effect on small unit engagements when used in conjunction
with an effective air defense system. Directfire and sublet launched antihelicopter mines, when properly
deployed are capable ofdepriving attack helicopters safe ingress routes andfiring positions.
ACCESSION NUMBER AD-A281162
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Schwartz, Richard E. et al. The Smart l\'IiIl~ SimuI~torUser's Guide and Algorithm
Description. Final Report. Alexaftdria, VA: Institute for Defense Analyses, 1 December
1993. 74p.
ABSTRACT- The Smart Mine Simulator (SMS) is a computer simulation that runs on two UNIX workstations and
operates in the SIMNET/BDS-D distributed simulation environment. It simulates smart antiarmor mines,
two variations ofsmart antihelicopter mines, and conventional antiarmor mines, enabling these mines to
participate in SIMNET exercises for analytic, training, demonstration, or otherpurposes. This document
describes the SMS structure, its algorithms for simulating mines, and how to install and use it. The
document is intended to support both the planning ofdistributed simulation exercises and the installation
and operation ofthe SMS on simulation networks.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A277 803
Semi-Annual Performance Report on Physics of Buried Mine Detection and Classification.
Technical Letter Report, 1 March-31 August 1994. Austin, TX: Texas University at
Austin Applied Research Labs, January 1995. 8p.
ABSTRACT: A better understanding ofthe science and engineering ofburied mine detection in (1) offshore and
(2) surfzone sediments, leading to safe, standoffdetection technologies. This project is part ofa leveraged
investmentprogram for ONR and APPA offices, which involves SPECWAR and USMC interests, to pursue
major research thrusts already begun by the authors, that will lead the way to systems development. The
work isfurther leveraged by the cooperation ofthe SACLANT Undersea Research Center (SA CLANTCEN)
which will provide cooperating seafloor scientists, research tools and research vessels in a joint effort to
research the basic physics ofthe governing processes.
ACCESSION NUMBER AD-A289 786
Shoenfelt, N.M. Selectable Lightweight Attack Munition Operating Component of the Gate
Array. Technical report. Dover, NJ: Army Armament Research and Development
Center, Fire Support Armament Center, April 1991. 26p.
ABSTRACT: The selectable lightweight attack munition (SLAM) is a small explosive armament. It can be used
similarly to a mine where it can be placed on the ground to detonate when the magnetic signature ofthe
desired target is detected. It can also be used with a tripline or to detonate after a setperiod oftime. The
operation ofthe SLAM is controlled by electronics with the majority offunctions on a gate array. The
functions ofthe gate array that control the operation ofthe SLAM are described in this report.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A233 926
Simard, Jean-Robert. Experimental Evaluation of the Apparent Temperature Contrast
Created by Buried Mines as Seen by an IR Imager. Defence Research Establishment
Suffield, Ralston (Alberta), November 1994. 35p.
ABSTRACT: The detection ofburied mines is a problem ofprime interest internationally. One potential method to
succeed in this task is to use passive IR imaging to form thermal images ofthe soil surface. Even though
this technique has been intensively investigatedfor the last 15 years, onlyfew publicly reported studies
show quantitative measures ofthe apparent temperature contrast at the soil surface above buried mines.
This document aims to improve this situation. Apparent temperature contrasts are measuredfor different
mine-soil combinations over 24 hourperiods with a camera sensitive to long wave infrared (8-12
micrometer). The effect ofthe variation ofburial depth is investigated and special attention is taken to
differentiate the thermal effects associated with the soil disturbance from the mine itself. A maximum
average of2 degrees C in apparent thermal contrast disappears when the burial depth exceeds 8 em for the
case where the thermal disturbance is related to the buried mine only. A 50% increase (-3 degrees C) is
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observed when the thermal effect ofthe soil disturbance is present. Furthermore, this last apparent thermal
contrast shows little dependency with the burial depth. These results are promisingfor the detection of
mines buried in compacted soil. However, serious reservations about an acceptablefalse alarm rate and
the duration ofthe thermal effected created by the soil disturbance are expressed.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A289 856
INTERNET http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/review/a289856.pdf
Sinn, J.L. Land Mine Options in Future Crisis and Conflicts. Student essay. Carlisle
Barracks, PA: Army War College., 9 March 1987. 33p.
ABSTRACT- Newly developed land mine barrier and obstacle systems playa significant role in AIRLAND battle
tactical concepts. However, little has been written regarding the use ofthese systems at the operational and
strategic levels ofwar. This paper examines the potential impact ofland mine systems on the range of
military, political, and socio-psychological options available to American decision-makers in future crisis
and conflicts. It deliberately avoids questions concerning system cost, the number and mix ofsystems to
procure, and the possible limitations involved. Rather, its purpose is to stimulate thinking about ways in
which land mine systems may contribute to crisis bargaining, deterrence ofconflict, and termination ofthe
same.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A182 782
Smith, F.G. History of the Army Ground Forces. Study Number 17. Washington, DC: History
of the Third Army, Anny Ground Forces, Historical Section, 1985. 152p.
ABSTRACT- The History ofthe Third Army, 1932-1944, (from organization to combat), was started with the
other threefield armies on 9 August 1932, by direction by the Army ChiefofStaff, General Douglas
MacArthur. Third Army was assigned the area formerly administered by the Fourth and Eighth Corps, with
its mission coverage the area the GulfofMexico and the southern frontier. The Commander had a dual hat
as the Corps Area Commander. With the change ofcommand 30 September 1940, the Army HQ was moved
from Atlanta to Fort Sam Houston. The Army continued with large scale maneuvers to develop and test
doctrine andpersonnel. Its mission oftraining andpreparation continued until its was alerted and sent
overseas for combat deployment. The mission and command was taken over by the Fourth Army.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A166 409
Squire, Derek H. Potential Technology Transfer to the DoD Unmanned Ground Vehicle
Program. Final report. Alexandria, VA: Institute for Defense Analyses, October 1996.
SIp.
ABSTRACT: The Joint Robotics Program (JRP), managed by the Office ofthe Secretary ofDefense, is
developing unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) for a number ofmilitary applications. These applications
currently include scout vehicles, engineer vehicles for mine detection and clearing, security robots,
explosive ordnance disposal, and construction-type robots for detecting and removing unexploded
ordnance. Future applications may include convoys and other logistic applications, both nonlethal and
lethal weapons platforms, and a variety ofother applications, such as firefighting, painting, and munitions
handlers. A significant amount ofdevelopment in the civil sector may be applicable or adaptable to
military UGVs. The purpose ofthis paper is to identifY and describe some ofthe robotics-related research
being conducted outside ofthe JRP that may be relevant to future programs. This paperfocuses on two.
areas ofcurrent research. One is the Automated Highway System (AHS) under development by the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) (see Chapter II). The second is microrobotics being pursued by
numerous organizations for diverse purposes (see Chapter III). In addition to these two areas, a variety of
activities ofnarrower scope are ofinterest. A few are described briefly in Chapter IV. The information
contained in these chapters is largely descriptive. Although suggestions on the potential relevance ofthese
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activities are made, those directly involved in JRP developments are in a better position to evaluate the
potential oftechnology transferfrom dtfietprograms.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A317 789
Steinberg, Bernard D and Donald Carlson. Research in Ground-to-Air Microwave Imaging.
Philadelphia, PA: Moore School ofElectrical Engineering, March 1995. 29p.
ABSTRACT- Many potential applications existfor high resolution radar such as direction finding, high accuracy
tracing, target counting, and high resolution radar imaging. All ofthese applications require the use of
large, thinned, random orperiodic antenna arrays. Many uncertainties exist in such large antenna systems.
For example, exact elementpositions are generally not known because ofsurveying problems orflexing of
the large antenna structure. Adaptive beanforming (ABF) is the solution to the unusual design that
achieves these objectives. It deduces the errors in the locations ofthe receivers that are distributed around
the airport or on the airframe and automatically compensatesfor them in the image processing. This
year's work concentrated on three tasks. The first was to develop a generalized ABF theoryfor the class of
spatial correlation algorithms. The second was to extend the resolution ofa microwave leading radar to 15
em, and the third was to study enhanced target detection sensitivity and target recognition.
ACCESSION NUMBER AD-A292 907
Stewart, William F. Buried Object Detection Using Surface Waves. Master's thesis. Monterey,
CA: Naval Postgraduate School, September 1995. 64p.
ABSTRACT: The goals ofthis thesis is to evaluate the use ofsuiface waves to detect buried objects. The source
used to generate the suiface waves was a three elementphased array controlled by LabVIEW visual
instruments. This research included developing a source and receiver, evaluating attenuation and
azimuthal dependence ofthe suiface wavepropagation, detection using scattering within a tank ofsand,
and using the three element array to beamform suiface waves. It was successfully demostrated that target
localization using suiface wave scattering and beamforming with a phased array is possible.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A305 744
Steinway, W. J. and J.A. Fuller. Antenna Considerations and Signal Processing Techniques
for the Identification of Buried Non-Metallic Objects. Atlanta, GA: Georgia Institute
ofTechnology, Engineering Experiment Station, June 1981. 112p.
ABSTRACT: The U. S. Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development Command (MERADCOM) has
been involved in a program for the development ofan off-road mine detection system. In 1978, the Georgia
Institute ofTechnology Engineering Experiment Station (GITIEES) began a 36 month contract to gather
and analyze radar data and investigate antenna designs with the goal ofimproving the ability to detect,
discriminate and classify buried targets. The project included tasks ofinitial data analysis, antenna design
andfabrication, extensive data collection, and algorithm development. Section 2 describes the data
collection methods used with both the NBS measurement equipment and the MERADCOM short-pulse
radar and a preliminary analysis ofthe data. Section 3 deals with the survey ofcandidate antennas, the
design andfabrication ofthe 'best' choices, and the testing ofthose antennas. Test results for a cavity-
backed spiral, and a broadband horn are presented and compared with a dipole antenna. Section 4
develops the discrimination concept usingfrequency spectra data and spatial correlation. Both FFT and
MEM were used to obtain spectral data for comparison. The results ofthe discrimination algorithms are
given.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-AI07 752
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Sullivan, J.D., and C.N. Kingery. JUGFAE (Jug-Contained Fuel-Air Explosive) Concept.
Final report. Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD: Army Ballistic Research Laboratory, April
1988. SIp.
ABSTRACT· Uncontested minefields, ones without covering enemyfire, are cleared cautiously but still cause
casualties. The Jug-Contained Fuel-Air-Explosive (JUGFAE) concept does not send men into the
minefield, but lets them proceed methodicallyfrom the minefield boundary. Safety and thoroughness are
inherent in the setup process. The conceptprescribes crane emplaced rows ofplasticjugs containing
detonable fuel. When fueledjugs are in place, a single largefuel-air explosion is triggered. The explosion
will neutralize susceptible land mines. The 'don't cross' repeats line is moved across the neutralized area
and the setup operation is repeated. The cycle repeats until the mined area is cleared. The errors in
placingjugs and overlappingfuel-air clouds can be reduced so that a long line ofclouds explodes. Based
on 55 liters offuel perjug, the needs are 92 jugs per km offront and a cost ofabout $1 per square meter.
In very large minefields,jub numbers and costs are daunting. Increased cloud radius (6.2m presently)
significantly reduces the needs.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A195 794
SystemlDesign Trade Study Report for the Navigation of the Airborne, Ground Vehicular
and Man-Portable Platforms and Support of the Buried Ordnance Detection,
Identification, and Remediation Technology. Indian Head, MD: PRC, Inc., March
1995.79p.
ABSTRACT: This document contains a System Design Trade Study on the optimum navigation systems for
airborne, ground-vehicle and man-portable Unexploded Ordnance detection platforms. This study will be
used by Unexploded Ordnance Advanced Technology Demonstration decision-makers to make informed
technical andprogrammatic decisions concerning the use ofnew navigation and location technologies in
the detection, identification and remediation ofUnexploded Ordnance.
ACCESSION NUMBER AD-A295 740
INTERNET http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/review/a295760.pdf
Test Operations Procedure Safety Evaluation of Mines and Demolitions. Final report.
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD: Army Test and Evaluation Command, May 1978. 12p.
ABSTRACT: This paper provides a method ofevaluating the safety ofmines and demolitions during development
testing. Covers inspections and tests for adequacy ofsafetyfeatures; confirmation offunctioning loads;
sensitivity to accidental detonation during emplacement, arming, disarming, and recovery; safety during
transportation including secured cargo vibration, rough handling, and 12.2-meter drop; and effects of
high- and low-temperature storage on functioning. Not applicable to chemical mines.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A055 107
Thurston, R. D. and Thomas Bardeen. Minefield Clearance. Fort Belvoir: Army Engineer
Research and Development Laboratories, March 1952. 97p
ABSTRACT· The methodsfor using Universal indicator mines to determine probabilities ofdetonation ofanti-
tank mines when subjected to blast are discussed. Scaling laws for normal bombs and atomic weapons are
devised and methods for computingprobabilities ofdetonation are given. An outline ofthe instrumentation
andfield procedure used in obtaining data during Operation BUSTER is given. The results show that, in
addition to obtaining data for minefield clearance, estimates can be made ofyield ofthe weapon and of
peakpressure as a function ofdistance from ground zero. A rather radius ofclearance was obtained in the
BUSTER shots primarily because ofa skip effect (abnormally low readings) occurring at a radius about
equal to the height ofburst. It is recommended that the Universal indicator mines with closer control be
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used in future atomic tests to study in cletail the skip effect due to ground shock, terrain, and obstructions
and thatfurther studies be made on tft~'ffline as a peakpressure gage.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 374 623
Tricoles, G., et a1. Nearfield Electromagnetic Detection of Mines. Final report. San Diego, CA:
General Dynamics Corp. December 1987. 14Op.
ABSTRACT: Experimental and analytical research on mine detection is described. The objectives were the design
ofmeasurement system for evaluating mine detection ideas and a plan for investigation. The approach was
electromagnetic waves for ranges less than 3 meters. The report has three parts. Part I represents
analytical and experimental data, describes equipment and reviews identification; it is the basis for design
ofa measurement system and the technical plan. Part II describes system design; Part II the technical plan.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-AJ14 152
Tsang, Leung. Microwave and Millimeter Wave Remote Sensing of Snow and Detection of
Buried Objects in Snow Environment. Final report. 1 June 1993-31 December 1996.
Seattle, WA: Washington University, March 1997. 9p.
ABSTRACT: Understanding andpredicting the snow conditions in snow terrain is important to the US Army in
the transportation ofmilitary vehicles, equipment, andpersonnel andfor monitoring battlefield
environment in snow terrain. The snow parameters that characterize snow conditions are snow wetness,
snow depth, snow density, and snow grain size and layering. These parameters describe the hydrological
and mechanical states ofthe snow pack. Remote sensing ofsnow conditions using microwave and
millimeters waves are useful techniques. The microwaves and millimeter waves interact with the snow
rough suiface and volume scattering to produce the bistatic and monostatic radar return. Detection of
mines in snow terrain environment is an importantproblem. The scattering ofwave by the mine can be
obscured by the scattering ofsnow clutter. A newly developed technique based on angular correlation
function can be used to suppress the scattering by clutter and relatively enhance the scattering by the mine.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-AJ24 646
Tsang, Leung, Gulfu Zhang, and Kyung Pak. Detection of a Buried Object Under a Single
Random Rough Surface with Angular Correlation Function in EM Wave
Scattering. Seattle, WA: University ofWashington, Department ofElectrical
Engineering, April 1996.6p.
ABSTRACT: Detection ofa buried object with an electromagnetic rough suiface above the buried object. Recent
studies show that by taking statistical averages, the angular correlation function ofscattering by random
rough suifaces is small except along the memory line governed by the incident and scattered angles. In this
article we study the angular correlation junction ofthe scattering ofelectromagnetic waves by a buried
object under a single random rough suiface. Because the buried object is positioned under a single
random rough suiface, the angular correlation junction is calculated with frequency averaging. Numerical
results show that the frequency averaged angular correlation junction still exhibits the memory line. It is
also shown that the angular correlation function awayfrom the memory line will suppress the rough
suiface scattering and make the buried object scattering more conspicuous by a relative magnitude ofas
large as 23 dB. Thus, the use ofthe angular correlation function will give better detection ofa buried
object than scattering intensity.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-AJ08 230
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Unexploded Ordnance Clearance: A Coordinated Approach to Requirements and
Technology Development. Washington, DC: Office of the Under Secretary ofDefense
(Acquisition and Technology), March 1997. 109p.
ABSTRACT: The Department ofDefense (DoD) is in the process ofestablishing an effective,fully-coordinated,
requirements-driven research and development program for Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) Clearance
technology. This program will coordinate and leverage technology advancements across thefive DoD
UXO Clearance mission areas: Countermine, Explosive Ordnance Disposal, Humanitarian Demining,
Active Range Clearance, and UXO Environmental Remediation. An integral component ofDoD's
technology plan for UXO Clearance and detection is the development ofprivate sector capabilities to
peiform thesefunctions-for Active Range Clearance and Environmental Remediation. The vast acreage at
closing and active bases that require UXO clearance will require industry to playa leading role in
developing improved detection and clearance technologies for these important missions. The needfor such
a program has emerged over the pastfew years as u.s. involvement in operations other than war and post
conflict humanitarian concerns have gained importance and as DoD has undertaken the closure of
installations contaminated with UXO. As requirements for UXO clearance have increased, it has become
apparent that similar technologies may be applied to UXO clearance activities in each ofthese areas. Such
a coordinated technology development approach would not only be beneficial to the multiple user
communities, but also to DoD to make efficient use ofresources.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A326 965
US Government Interagency Humanitarian Demining Strategic Plan. The Interagency
Working Group on Humanitarian Dernining, 1996. 7Op.
ABSTRACT: This document contains the United States Government (USG) Interagency Humanitarian Demining
Strategic Plan. The plan was developed, coordinated, and approved by the Interagency working Group
(IWG) on Humanitarian Demining. It provides the strategy and implementing methodology to develop a
more effective and better integrated humanitarian demining program that helps selected countries relieve
human suffering and develop indigenous demining capability, while promoting U.S. political, security, and
economic interests. The Strategic Plan lays thefoundation for improving Interagency coordination and
synergy byformally documenting: (1) vision, goals, and objectives ofthe USG humanitarian demining
program and the means employed to achieve them; (2) roles and responsibilities ofthe IWG and those of
its member and participating departments and agencies; and (3) methodology andplanning timeline to
coordinate and implement interagency activities within the context of the USG humanitarian demining
program. The appendices: (1) supplement the plan and detail the process for selecting, developing, and
managing assistance efforts for countries included in the U.S. program; (2) provide an overview of
humanitarian demining program funding; (3) contain a glossary and selected bibliography; and (4)
include copies ofthe White House press release announcing the President's anti-personnellandmine
policy, the Secretary ofDefense memorandumfor implementation ofthe President's decision on anti-
personnellandmines, and the current IWG Charter.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A322 291
The United States Viewpoint on Minefield Policy. Fort Belvoir, VA: Mine Warfare Panel
Engineer Center, February 1952. 3Op.
ABSTRACT: None Available.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 012 470
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Varenysgev, B. Reconnaissance of Mines and Explosive Obstacles. Charlottesville, VA: Anny
Foreign Science and Technology Center, November 1973, 9p. Translation ofVoennye
Znaniya (USSR) nl0 p40-41 Oct 72, by Markowitz.
ABSTRACT: In view ofthe wide use ofmines and explosive obstacles by theforces ofthe NATO powers, Soviet
troops are equipped with a wide range ofdevices for detecting, marking and eliminating antitank and
antipersonel mines. These include roller and plow type mine sweepers mounted on tanks, the Road
Induction Mine Detector (DIM) mounted in a GAZ-69 light truck, and a hand-operated mine detector and
Mine Reconnaissance and Clearance Set (KR) for foot soldiers. Various types ofengineer equipment are
providedfor locating hidden delayed-action mines and demolition charges, and a magnetometer bomb-
detector has been developed.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 784 756
Von Tresckow, Arnold. Land Mines (Landminen). Translation of Soldat und Technik (West
Germany) no. 8 1975. Washington, DC: Naval Intelligence Support Center, Translation
Division, February 1978. 43p.
ABSTRACT- Long before World War L the term 'Mine Waifare' was well known. The term was used to denote
tunnels, advanced towards enemy positions and usuallyfilled with large amounts ofexplosives which,
when initiated, were to bury enemy positions or destroy them, in order to make possible the breakthrough
offriendlyforces. Also covered by this term was combat against ships with naval mines. While this article
is entitled 'landmines', its discussion is limited to antitank mines and mines used against other ground
vehicles, as well as mines used against live targets on the ground. Both types ofmines had their origin as a
result ofthe conditions prevailing during World War I.
ACCESSION NUMBER AD-A053 305
Walczak, J., and K.J. Bathe. Nonlinear Analysis of a TM-46 Soviet Land Mine. Final report.
25 March 1986-March 1988. Watertown, MA: Adina Engineering, Inc., 29 March 1988.
SSp.
ABSTRACT: A static and dynamic analysis ofa TM-46 land mine is presented. The objective ofthis study was to
establish a finite element analysis ofthe mine including an accurate modeling ofthe contact conditions.
The report presents thefinite element modeling and solution results for the static buckling response and the
dynamic response under blastpressure loading.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A206 986
Walker, John K., Jr. Air Scatterable Land Mines as an Air Force Munition. Santa Monica,
CA: Rand Corporation, March 1978. 2Op. Presented at the Air University Airpower
Symposium, Battlefield Support in the 1980's, Air War College, Maxwell AFB, AL, 14
February 1978.
ABSTRACT: This discussion has touched upon some aspects ofthefollowing hypotheses: The extensive array of
mine countermeasure gear in Warsaw Pact groundforces formations suggests considerable respectfor the
potential ofmines to impede armored vehicle mobility. In the absence ofsome delaying influence, Pact
combatpower can build up at a faster rate than a defender can cope with or maneuver to counter.
Disruption may be viewed as a combination ofvehicle destruction, formation delay and diversion, and
interruption oforderly command and control. A number ofrelated interactions that are subtle and not well
understood currently cannot be defined or measured. A number ofopportunities appear to existfor useful
employment ofair scatterable land mines by tactical aircraft. But there are some problems, as well, several
ofwhich may be reduced through joint service understanding, testing, and cooperation. An initial step in
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this direction might be an appreciation ofcountermobility as an attack objective, using disruption as the
effect to be sought rather than destruction ofdiscrete target elements.
REPORT NUMBER: RANDIP-5955
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A086 583
Wallace, Robert R., Richard K. Young and Robert Felts. Countermine Systems Study: Part
IA: Baseline System Description. Fort Belvoir, VA: Army Mobility Equipment
Research and Development Center, September 1972. 136p.
ABSTRACT: The study determines the range oftime, labor, materiel dollars, weight, volume, energy, casualties,
and vehicles associated with breaching a 1-4-8 minefield using selected doctrine and materiel as of1
September 1971. It is intended that this system description serve as a baselinefor the comparison of
alternative conceptual countermine systems.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 755 105
Washburn, Alan. Katz Distributions, with Applications to Minefield Clearance. Technical
report. Monterey, CA: Naval Postgraduate School, Department ofOperations Research,
March 1996. 27 p.
ABSTRACT: At the end ofa mine clearance operation, somejudgment must be made about the number ofmines
that remain uncleared. A Bayesian analysis will require a prior distribution for the number ofmines. This
report describes some desirable properties ofKatz distributions for that purpose. The Katz class consists of
binomial, Poisson, and negative binomial distributions.
REPORT NUMBER: NPS-CR-96-003
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A307317
Wegman, Edward J., Jeffery L. Solka, and Wendy L. Poston. Immersive Methods for Mine
Warfare. Technical report. Fairfax, VA: George Mason University, Center for
Computational Statistics, April 1996. 28p.
ABSTRACT: We are developing a synthetic environment to be used in combination with real environments for the
purpose ofmine counter measures. Two examples ofour work involve applications to land-based
minefields and an application to submarine defense. In theformer application, imaging is done with six
spectral bands. It has been shown empirically that a sequence ofimages taken in six spectral bands when
viewed sequentially will allow one to distinguish between real mines, partially buried real mines, decoys,
other metallic objects, and other manner ofdebris. The image can be viewed as a 2-dimensional image
with an 6-dimensional vector attached to each pixel location. We use the grand-tour technique (Wegman
and Shen, 1993) to find an optimal discrimant between real mines and other objects. We then use a head-
mounted display (HMD) which is semitransparent so that the real-world objects can be seen through it.
After processing the scene, the suspected sites ofreal mines are superimposed on the visualfield so that the
soldier wearing the HMD is alerted to the presence ofmines. The submarine application is similar. We use
Crystal Eyes technology and Silicon Graphics Onyx systems in our laboratory.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A313 514
Wenzel, A. B. and L.R. Garza. A Preliminary Report of the Technical Objectives and
Anticipated Functional Requirements of the Nonexpendable Mine Roller System.
San Antonio,TX: Southwest Research Institute, September 1970. 31p.
ABSTRACT: The program objective is to furnish all the engineering technology andfacilities necessary to design,
fabricate, test, and deliver components for the development ofa nonexpendable vehicle mine clearing
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roller. It is to incorporate a commandwire cutter. The roller will be usedfor assault minefield breaching
and route clearing operations and is i1~signed to detonate single impulse, pressure-activated mines buried
under soil, sand, or water up to 6 inches deep. A command wire cutter will be developed as an integral
part ofthe Vehicle Mine Clearing Roller.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 728 123
White, Ben 0., Jr. 60th Infantry Platoon (Scout Dog) (Minerrunnel Detector Dog). Anny
Concept Team in Vietnam, December 1969. 42p.
ABSTRACT: The Army Concept Team in Vietnam evaluated the 60th Infantry Platoon (Scout Dog) (MinelTunnel)
(60th IPSD) to determine its suitabilityfor tactical employment with US Army units in RVN. The 28-man
platoon had 14 mine and 14 tunnel dogs. The mine dogs were trained to detect explosive artifacts and trip
wires. The tunnel dogs were trained to detect open and camouflaged holes and trip wires.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD- 869 383
Wichmann, Guenter. Research and Development on the Field of Mine Detection. Final
technical report. Heidelberg, Germany: Development Office for Microwave Impulse
Techniques, October 1996, 29p.
ABSTRACT: Due to the experience made over several decades in thefield ofmine detection it became obvious
that the identification or at least the classification ofdetected objects will be indispensable because ofthe
false alarm rate which would nullify the success ofany mine detection system. This meantfor a mine
detector based on microwave technology that additional information had to be gained by exploiting
considerably higherfrequencies than had been used in the past. Since in wet soil high frequencies are
subject to an extreme attenuation, a pulse radar system with an extremely clean pulse on an extremely
clean baseline had to be built. By introducing a completely unconventional methodfor diminishing the
radar cross section ofthe antenna, this clutter could be reduced by almost two orders ofmagnitude, thus
achieving a cleanliness ofthe pulse which had never been reached before. Thus it became evident that the
system internal clutter can be reduced to a level which possibly will allow thefuture identification or
classification ofmines. Asfor a final mine detector, an antenna line array is unavoidable and the antenna
internal clutter as well as the clutter generated by the multiple reflections between soil and antenna will
increase due to the larger number ofantenna elements involved, an additional improvement has to be
achieved in order to at least maintain or even increase the performance now achieved when using a
complete line array.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A325 260
Williamson, Roger L. Modeling Visual Detectability and Avoidance of Scatterable Antitank
Mines. Final report. Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD: Human Engineering Laboratory,
December 1977. 18p.
ABSTRACT: When comparing the effectiveness ofscatterable antitank mine systems, the countermeasure of
visual detection and avoidance is a significant aspect. The probability ofdetecting and avoiding antitank
mines emplaced on the surface ofthe ground varies as a function ofthe height ofthe mine, the height of
vegetation on the ground, the running mode ofthe tank (open versus closed hatch), and tank speed. Those
four parameters were combined into a geometrically derived model to produce a point estimate ofthe
probability ofdetecting and avoiding a mine system. Additionalparameters needing investigation as
possibly significant additions to the model are mine color, mine camouflageability with natural debris, the
presence ofparachutes or mine antennas, diurnal effects, sun angle, andpsychological/physiological
condition ofthe tank crew.
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ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A049 635
Wirtz, David P. Preliminary Design and Accuracy Analysis of a Ground-Launched Multiple
Rocket System for Breaching Mine Fields. China Lake, CA: Naval Weapons Center,
January 1973. 55p.
ABSTRACT: The purpose ofthis report is to design and evaluate the accuracy ofa proposed multiple rocket
system. This implies a preliminary baseline design for which the accuracy is evaluated. Accuracy implies
the basic deviations resultingfrom an attempt to place the rockets in a pattern required to breach the
minefield.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A061 672
Wissler, J.E. Anti-Mechanized Defense: A Computerized Simulation for Squad Leader
Training. Master's thesis. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Air Force Inst. ofTech., School
ofSystems and Logistics, September 1983. 359p.
ABSTRACT· Marine Corps doctrine requires deployment ofone combat engineer platoon with each BLT.
Engineer squad leaders provide anti-mechanized defense expertise to Battalion Landing Team rifle
company commanders. This expertise includes the effective use ofbarriers and obstacles in conjunction
with organic directfire antimech weapons and combined arms support. Current squad leader training in
these areas is limited due to budget, equipment, and training area constraints during both shipboard and
ashore periods. Gaming has proven a satisfactory approach in supplying this training. This research
developed a two-player, Pascal-based, computerized simulation incorporating USMC and"Soviet direct
and indirectfire weapons, standard barriers and obstacles, and appropriate Soviet tactics. Development of
the game included initial verification and validation testing through comparison ofgame responses to
MCCRES standards and interpretation ofactual Marine enlistedplaytesting. The completedprototype war
game was shown to provide realistic and enjoyable training on the squad leader level.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A134 962
Wortman, Donald E. Mine Detector System. Patent. Washington, DC: Department of the Navy,
January 1977. 4p.
ABSTRACT' A mine detector system that utilizes an explosive comparator to increase the sensitivity and
selectivity. The system utilizes a generator to transmit a signal simultaneously toward the area to be
scannedfor mines and towards a sample ofthe explosive sought. Detectors are positioned within the device
to receive the reflected signalsfrom both the area to be scanned and the sample explosive. The outputs
from both detectors arefed to preferably a null type comparatorfor correlation. When the two signals
correlate, mine presence is indicated.
REPORT NUMBER: PATENT 4,004,212
Wright, Susan J. Tactical Effectiveness ofMinefields in the Antiarmor Weapon System
Mine Detection Side Test (TEMAWS II). Final report. February-April 1977. Fort
Leavenworth, KS: Army Combined Arms Combat Developments Activity, September
1977.
ABSTRACT' This paper contains an analysis ofthe data collected during the Mine Detection Side Test ofthe
Tactical Effectiveness ofMinefields in the Antiarmor Weapon System (TEMA WS) field experiment. The
purpose ofthe test was to collect data on the ability oftank drivers to detect and avoid scatterable mines as
a jUnction ofvarying levels ofvehicle speed, minefield density and mine detectability. A trial consisted of
one tank, manned only with a driver, traversing a course offour minefields ofdifferent densities. The
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drivers were not task loaded beyond tlte objective to detect and avoid all mines. Results ofthe analysis
include probabilities ofmine detectiofz;(i~tection and avoidance, and mine encounter. Distances traveled
to first detection and between subsequent encounters are also provided. Analysis ofvariance conducted on
the independent variables identified significantfactors and interactingfactor effects.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A045 519
Wuest, C.R. Energetic Charged Particle Beams for Disablement of Mines. Lawrence
Livennore National Laboratory, CA, 27 March 1995. IIp. [Autonomous Vehicles in
Mine Countenneasures Symposium, Monterey, CA, 5 May 1995.]
ABSTRACT· LLNL has an ongoing program ofweapons disablement using energetic chargedparticle beams; this
program combines theoretical and experimental expertise in accelerators, high-energy and nuclear
physics, plasma physics and hydrodynamics to simulate/measure effects ofelectron andproton beams on
weapons. This paper reviews work by LLNL, LANL and NSWC on detonating sensitive and insensitive high
explosives and land mines using high-current electron beams. Computer simulations are given. 20--160
MeV electron beams incident on wet/dry soils are being studied, along with electron beam propagation in
air. Compact high current, high-energy accelerators are being developedfor mine clearing. Countermine
missions ofinterest are discussed..
REPORT NUMBER: UCRLJC120594, CONF95051972
ACCESSION NUMBER: DE95-009669
Yates, Donald R. The Landmine Dilemma and the Role ofthe U.S. Government Carlisle
Barracks, PA: Anny War College, March 1996. 32p.
ABSTRACT· The proliferation ofantipersonnellandmine use has createdproblems world-wide. This study
identifies and clarifies the complex issues that have created the current landmine dilemma. In addition,
this research discusses international and congressional attempts to regulate antipersonnellandmine
use and critically analyzes these efforts. This paper also proposes recommendations as to what the
role ofthe United States should be in resolving the landmine dilemma.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-AJ08 534
Yue, 0., G. Tricoles and E.L. Rope. Monostatic Microwave Imaging of Buried Objects.
Volume I. San Diego, CA: General Dynamics, October 1974. 49p.
ABSTRACT' High quality microwave images ofrealistic objects in damp soil wereformed, and correlated to the
structure ofthe objects using the monostatic measurement technique. Moreover, they compared very well
with other images made in dry smooth soil. Effect ofpolarization and changes in frequency on the
microwave image was investigated. A new way ofdisplaying the scanned data was introduced to facilitate
detection ofburied objects.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A004 861
Zacks, S. Survival Distributions in Crossing Fields Containing Clusters of Absorption
Points with Possible Detection and Uncertain Activation or Absorption. Technical
report. Cleveland, OH: Case Western Reserve University, Department ofMathematics
and Statistics, June 1976. 36p.
ABSTRACT' The present paperpresents an algorithm for the exact determination ofsurvival distributions in
crossingfields containing absorption points (mines). The model under consideration considers clusters of
absorption points, scattered at random in thefield around specified aim points. The scatter distributions of
the various clusters are assumed to be known. The encounterprocess between the particles (objects) and
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the absorption points allows for a possible detection and destruction ofthe points, for inactivation ofthe
points andfor the possibility that an activatedpoint will not absorb the particle. Recursiveformulae for the
determination ofthe survivalprobabilities ofeach particle in a column ofn crossing a the same path are
given. The distribution ofthe number ofsurvivors out ofn particles in a column is also determined.
Computer programs in Fortran are provided as well as numerical examples.
ACCESSION NUMBER: AD-A026 218
INTERNET SITES
Anti-Personnel Land Mines Ban Project [physicians for Global Survival, Canada]
URL: http://www.pgs.ca/pages/ldmnO.html




Landmine Awareness and Survival Techniques - adapted from the manuals of the
Mine Clearance Training Unit (UNTAC) UN Forces, Cambodia. Includes
descriptions as well as links to other sites
Canada and the Global Land Mine Crisis
URL: http://www.dfait-maeci.gc.ca/english/foreignp/disarm/mines.htm
Canada's approach to the land mine crisis.
Canadian Association for Mine and Explosive Ordnance Security (CAMEO Security)
URL: http://www.cameo.org/
The Canadian Association for Mine and Explosive Ordnance Security (CAMEO
Security) is a non-profit charitable Society which has as its mission to provide safe,
professional, and cost-effective humanitarian land mine clearance and explosive ordnance
disposal (EOD) services in war-tom societies.
Canadian Disarmament Digest
URL: http://www.dfait-maeci.gc.ca/english/foreignp/disarm/cddhomel.htm
The CANADIAN DISARMAMENT DIGEST provides a summary ofdevelopments
concerning non-proliferation, arms control and disarmament issues from a Canadian
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perspective. It is produced by the Non-proliferation, Anns Control and Disannament
Division of the Canadian Departl'Ilent ofForeign Affairs and International Trade.
Canadian International Demining Centre: Land Mines
URL: http://eagle.uccb.ns.ca/demine/index.html
Canadian International Demining Centre homepage.
Demining Research at University ofWestern Australia
URL: http://www.mech.uwa.edu/au/jpt/demining/Dejault.htmll
DeTeC HOMEPAGE - the Demining Technology Center at the EPFL
(Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne - Swiss Federal Institute ofTechnology)
URL: http://diwww.epjl.ch/w31ami/detec/
Provides a lot ofgood links
Human Rights and Landmines
URL: http://www.engagedpage.com/landmines.html
Humanitarian Demining
Sponsored by the U.S. Anny communications Electronics Command, Night Vision and
Electronic Sensors Directorate, Countermine Division
URL: http://www.demining.brtrc.com/
This site provides some great links including to a world map showing mine infestation
areas, other links and most usefully, a mine identification guide database which identifies
mines based on their characteristics. Pictures are included.
Humanitarian Demining Project - James Madison University
URL: http://libraryjmu.edu/libliaison/camerosl/demine.htm
Includes bibliography, links, and search strategy.
ICRC: International Red Committee of the Red Cross
URL: http://www.icrc.ch/unicc/icrcnews.nsj/DocIndex/home_eng?OpenDocument
This location contains basic facts and information about landmines, a bibliography, press
relyases and news items on antipersonnel weapons.
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JAYCOR: StandoffMine Detection Radar System
URL: http://wwwjaycor.com/eme/smdr.html
Describes the JAYCOR standoffmine detection system which can detect and identify
both surface and buried mines.
The Journal of Humanitarian Demining - James Madison University
URL: http://www.hdicjmu.edulhdic!journal/2.1/index.htm
Presented by the Humanitarian Demining Infonnation Center (HOlC).
Land Mine Warfare: Detection and Clearance




Links under Peace and disannament, from the Infonnation Resource Centre, Canadian
Forces College, Department ofDefence (Canada).
Landmines Special Report Top Page
URL: http://www.oneworld.org/guidesllandmines!front.html
ONEWORLD ONLINE and its partners gives the facts about landmines, examine the
arguments for banning them, report on the UN review conferences.
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory - Landmine Bibliography
URL: http://www.llnl.gov/landminellandmine_bibliography.html
Links to Conventional Arms Trade and Other Relevant Sites
Center for Defense Infonnation
URL: http://www.cdi.org/atdb/atdblink.html
Arms Transfer Working Group (ATWG), from the Arms Trade Database. This site
includes links to many other land mine sites.
Links to Landmine sites, Warchild Landmine Project
URL: http://www.warchild.org/newsllinks.html
This provides a number ofgood links.
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A Mechanical Means of Land Mine Detection. [University of Alberta Mechanical
Engineering]
URL: http://www.mece.ualberta.ca/landmine.html





An interactive database program developed by the U.S. Department ofDefense. It
contains infonnation and graphics on over 675 landmines from around the world.
MINERATS: Anti-personnel Mine Clearance Robots
URL: http://fourmilab.ch/documents/minerats




Sweden's Landmine Defence (full text document).
MINWARA - The Mine Warfare Association
URL: http://www.minwara.org/
Includes copies of the Association newsletter and reports online.
North Atlantic Assembly (of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization)
URL: http://xs4allfreenet.kiev.ua/NATO/related/naa/research.htm
Index ofdocuments including Landmines.
Norwegian Campaign to Ban Landmines
URL: http://www.interpost.no/folkehjelp/engtish/mines/index.html
Norwegian People's Aid - International de-mining activities. The Menace ofMines.
Obstacle and Challenge in Development. Map ofsolidarity and mine-clearing activity.
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Pacific Talk Virtual Library Index
,.
URL: http://www.pactok.net.au/docs/landmine/landmine.htm
Provides documents onlby the Cooperation Committee for Cambodia (CCC), the
Documentation Center for Cambodia (DCCAM), and LANDMINES, under the
Convention on Conventional Weapons (CCW).




The United Nations Demining Database
URL: http://www.un.org/Depts/Landmine/
Includes demining programme reports, country and area reports and casualties and
incidents as well as links to other Landmine sites.
U.S. Army Engineering and Support Center, Huntsville - Ordnance and Explosives Center
of Expertise (CX) and Design Center.
URL: http://w2.hnd.usace.army.mil/oew/index.htm
Includes: fact sheets, and presentations and technical papers etc.
U.S. Army's Mines, Countermine and Demolitions' Web site
URL: http://www.pica.army.mil/orgs!pm-mcd/
U.S. European Command - Humanitarian Demining Operations
URL: http://www.eucom.mil/operations/demining/
U.s. Information Service - Demining
URL: http://www.isis-canada.usia.govldemining.htm
Good source for US policy on demining -links, statements and resources
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Vietnam Veterans ofAmerica Foundation - Landmine Library
URL: http://www.vvaforgllibrary/resource_list.html
Includes: facts, accomplishments and maps, a chronology, a resource list and links to
International and U.S. Campaigns to Ban Landmines.
World Health Organization Land Mine Report
URL: http://www.pgs.ca/pagesllmlldmnwho.html
Direct and Indirect Consequences ofLandmines on Public Health by Faiz Kakar, Ph.D,
Consultant, Division ofEmergency and Humanitarian Action, WHO, July 1995.
YAHOO - Landmine Debate
URL: http://headlines.yahoo.com/Full_Coverage/World/Landmine_Treaty/
GOOD SITES FOR SEARCHING
(should be used along with the standard web searchers)
CALL - Center for Army Lessons Learned database
URL: http://call.army.mil:ll00/cgi-bin/webinator
This searches the following sites: CALL, Warfighter XXI, NCAAT, FMSO, Military




DTIC's Scientific and Technical Reports Collection. This allows you to search
simultaneously the following sites: DoD Index ofSpecifications and Standards; DOE
OPENNET Database; DOE Reports Biliographic Database; DTIC U2 Technical Report
Database; DoD Directives; DoD Instructions; NASA Technical Reports Database; NASA
Open Literature Database; NASA NACA Technical Reports Database and NASA
Goddard Technical Reports Database.
GovBot Database of Government Web sites
URL: http://pardoo.cs.umass.edu/GovBot/
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